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On Nov. 30, Isiaah Crawford
was named as the new provost of
Seatde University. Crawford is pres-
ently finishing his workas the dean
of the College of Arts and Science
at Loyola University Chicago and
was formerly a graduate program
directorand chairperson of the de-
partment ofpsychology.
Crawford earned his doctorate
in clinical psychology and began
teaching at Loyola in 1987.
"It was really remarkable to be
able to recruit Dr. Crawford," said
Stephen Sundborg, SJ, president
of Seattle University. "He has a
confidence based on excellence of
experience. I think we have found
what we were looking for in an aca-
demic leader."
Sundborg anticipates that
Crawford's main tasks will be re-
vitalization of the university's core
curriculum and developing the di-
mension offaculty scholarship.
"He can help us to see our direc-
tion forward. I could not be happier
with the choice," said Sundborg.
Sundborg also looks forward to
what Crawford can bring person-
ally. He described him as an apt
listener. Crawford has also worked
at a university in one of the most
diverse cities in the nation in terms
of race, socioeconomic status and
sexual orientation.
Some of his primary research
looked at the role of sexual orien-
tation and race in the development
of identity.
"We are also delighted to be
able to add to the diversity of the
campus and what he brings from
that experience," said Sundborg.
"It is a confident step. He will
have a sensitivity to diversifying
the university."
Given the amount of support
that Sundborg personally re-
ceived from current provost, John
Eshelman, Sundborg noted that
confidence in a new provost was
essential. According to Sundborg,
Eshelman maintaineda solid foun-
dation for academics at Seattle
University in a time of increased
enrollment and space-crunches.
Eshelman noted that Seattle U
has had to deal with the fact that
the university is growing faster
than its faculties but also said that
by almost any measure, Seattle U
is a stronger university
than it was when he first
came here in 1989.
Women's basketball 12-1
Clara Ganey The Spectator
Senior forward Taryn Kellog looks to pass against Central Wash-
ington University. Women's basketball is 12-1,3-1 GNAC
after beating the Wildcats 54-51. They suffered theironly
loss at the hands of 7th ranked Alaska-Anchorage.
Stabbing stuns community:
Capitol Hill questions safety, police efforts
Joshua Lynch
Staff Writer
It had been a week since the me-
morial was created, but one candles
stubborn, flickering flame was still
alive, despite the typical Seattle
rainy drizzle that threatened its ex-
istence. The black Sharpie inscrip-
tion on the side of the candle was
still legible, too.
"Inmemory ofShannon Harps,"
it read. "We will always miss you."
A lot has happened in the
quiet neighborhood surround-
ing the intersection of 15th
Avenue and East Howell Street
since Harps, 31, was murdered
outside her condominium on
Dec. 31.
First came the flashing lights,
police tape and crime scene inves-
tigators, and not far behind came
the television trucks, cameras and
reporters. Then came the mourn-
ers and onlookers, the plainclothes
police surveillance teams and a full
week later, the carpenters, who were
installing lights in the previously
dark and isolated stairwell where
Harps, a Sierra Club organizer, was
attacked.
Now these people are gone,
leaving only their footprints in
the planting strip where police say
Harps crawled, screaming for help,
after being stabbed
multiple times by her
unidentified assailant.
Joshua Lynch The Spectator
Mayor Greg Nickels answers community concerns regarding the recent murder of Capitol Hill resident
Shannon Harps. Paul McDonagh, captain of SPD's East Precinct, also addressed local residents.
Illegal campus downloads under fire
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
As of the beginning ofJanuary,
there were several articles in The
Seattle Times and Seattle Post-
Intelligencer marking a spike in
an interest on the issue ofillegally
downloaded music.
The articles noted that the
University ofWashington was eval-
uating reports from the Recording
Industry Association of America
stating that 16 students had ille-
gally downloaded music and were
asking for thousands of dollars if
the students were not identified.
The issue of college students
involved in allegations of illegally
downloaded music struck a cord
with other universities as well.
A similar issue has come to
greater blows at the University of
Oregon. Oregon Attorney General
Hardy Myers filed court papers the
first week in November in order to
free the university from identifying
students who illegally downloaded
music. School officials clarified
they did not support copyright
violations, but argued that the re-
cording industry was not justified
in violating federal student privacy
laws in the process ofnaming stu-
dents at fault.
Seattle Times and P-I articles
stated that the officials at the
University of Washington would
not hand over the letters to the
students.
Officials at the UW, however,
decided to pass the letters on
to the students in the instances
where the student could be directly
identified, but withheld the letter
when the computer identified did
not directly connect to a student
name. University officials had de-
liberated in deciding to pass the
letters on because many of the
computers identified were commu-
nitycomputers where students had
shared music.
"We have a policy adopted sev-
eral months ago in consultation
with students. In instances where
there is a reasonable assurance that
there is an IP address attached to
a student, our rationale is that the
pre-settlement clock is ticking,
and we felt very strongly that ifwe
have information, we need to in-
form [students]," said Eric Godfrey,
vice provost for student
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BBut one thing remainsin the wake of Harps'death: fear.
The fear was palpable among
more than 200 Capitol Hill resi-
dents who attended a commu-
nity meeting held Jan. 8 at Group
Health Central Hospital, just
one block from where Harps was
attacked.
"When I read about the attack,
a real sense of fear came over me,"
said Sally Clark, a Seattle City
Council member who was in the
audience at the meeting.
One of the reasons
Ms. Harps' death
touches home so
much for us is that




present also expressed how the at-
tack has scared them, and one man
said he wanted his wife to carry a
gun. Sign-up sheets for self-de-
fense instruction at Home Alive,
a Capitol Hill nonprofit "anti-vi-
olence project," filled up with the
names of those interested in learn-
ing to better protect themselves.
Several people explained they
were afraid because the police in-
vestigation seems to have "stalled,"
and no one has been arrested.
The Seattle Police Department
released a composite sketch of a
man seen leaving the area while sev-
eral neighbors rushed to aid Harps.
Police officials have sinceremained
quiet about the investigation's leads
but have said they are looking into
"hundreds oftips."
"The investigation is not
stalled," said Assistant Police Chief
Nick Metz. "We are doing what is
in the best interest of public safety
to get this person."
But Metz said investigators are
still not sure whether Harps was
targeted or the victim ofa random
attack, an announcement that
spurred several angry accusations
from those in attendance.
Some speakers argued Capitol
Hill is "beset with crime" and that
police are too understaffed to prop-
erly protect residents.
Statistics from the police reflect
that reported crime is in fact up 30
percent in the area where Harps
was killed, Census Tract 75, since
2005.
But overall, reported crime in
Capitol Hill is down 10 percent
since 2005. Mayor Greg Nickels,
who attended the forum, told the
crowd crime in Seattle is at its low-
est levels since 1968.
"One ofthe reasons Ms. Harps'
death touches home so much for
us," said Nickels, "is that Seattle is
a safe city."
But Nickels and police officials
agreed more police officers are
needed. They said funding is in
place for 154 new officers but that
recruiting has been difficult.
Crime prevention is more ef-
fectively done by the community
than police anyway, according to
Police Captain Paul McDonagh of
the East Precinct.
McDonagh recommended
neighborhoods establish a Block
Watch so neighbors know each
other and can feel empowered to
report suspicious activities.
McDonagh also suggested
property owners and neighbor-
hoods contact the police so their
area could be reviewed by a Crime
PreventionThrough Environmental
Design, or CPTED, specialist.
The CPTED review wouldrecom-
mend the placement of windows,
fences, landscaping and lighting in
order to discourage crime in the
neighborhood.
Many present at the forum not-
ed there is very litde city lighting in
the neighborhood around Harps'
residence.
"The lighting is inadequate,"
said Rachel Kruger, who lives near
the intersection of 15thAvenue and
East Howell Street. "It is very, very
dark."
Many streets running north to
south on Capitol Hill, like 15th
Avenue, don't have streetlights be-
cause power lines don't run along
thembut rather in the alleys. Streets
that run east to west have two or




said a community council for all
ofCapitol Hill would be useful in
pushing the city for more resources
like more street lights. The Capitol
Hill Community Council was es-
tablished in 1968 but has been so
inactive lately some call it "dead."
"We're all out there," Taylor
said, "but we're not talking to each
other."
McDonagh told the crowd at
the meeting that large institutions
like Group HealthHospital, Seattle
Central Community College and
Seattle University could be vital in
fostering community safety.
"These large groups are here for
you and are saying, 'Hey, we want
to get involved,'" McDonagh said.
Mike Sletten, directorofPublic
Safety, said Capitol Hill residents,
the East Precinct and Public Safety
have a close relationship and meet
more than once a month.
"How any community and its
police department partner to pre-
vent crime and partner in response
to crime when it occurs is the criti-
cal variable as to how safe a neigh-
borhood is," said Sletten.
Joshua can be reached at
lynchjl@seattleu.edu
Joshua Lynch TheSpectator
Flowers and candles lay at a memorial for Shannon Harps outside of her condominium on 15th Avenue
and East Howell Street. Harps was murdered by an unknown assailant on New Years Eve.
news
Chardin Hall works to find its niche on campus
Chris Kissel
News Editor
Housed in a building that, until
last year, was home to the Bessie
Burton Skilled Nursing Residence,
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin Hall
maintains few vestiges ofthe build-
ing's time as a nursing home. In the
family ofSeattle University's four
residence halls, Chardin often seems
like a distant cousin and, at least
physically, stands in sharp contrast
to the rest of the Seattle University
on-campus housing facilities.
The Housing and Residence Life
staff has worked to make Chardin
stand out as a unique space on
campus. According to Residence
Hall Director Patrick Rossman,
Chardin was never intended to fit
the Campion-Bellarmine-Xavier
mold.
"As a hall, we really try to empha-
size what makes Chardin unique,"
said Rossman. "We're working on
creating some new spaces—Char-
din isn't supposed to be a typical
residence hall."
One way of emphasizing this
has been to stress the four pillars
that students who applied to live
in the residence hall were asked to
contemplate. The four values—
community, leadership, spirituality
and service—are a themeRossman
hopes will help Chardin develop an
identity as a distinctive and inter-
esting place on campus.
For some residents, and certain-
ly for Rossman, that's what makes
Chardins presence on campus stand
apart. For others, Chardin seems to
straddle the line between standing
apart and sticking out.
"I don't quite feel like it fits
in," said Chris Whidbey, a ju-
nior biochemistry major and one
of Chardin's newer residents. "It
seems like the other residence halls
on campus have a special identity,
and I don't think we have that."
Emily Griffin, one of Chardin's
four residence assistants, said that
residents should ultimately take
most of the responsibility for
community-building into their
own hands.
"It's really something we're push-
ing residents to do themselves. As
residence assistants, we've worked
to give the building as much of an
identity as we can, but ultimately
it's what the students make of it,"
said Griffin, juniorhistory major.
The other residence
halls have a special
identity and I don't
think we have that.
Chris Whidbey
Junior Chardin Hall Resident
Because of the layout of the
rooms and the building itself—
hallways are wider and rooms are
bigger and more spread out—the
interactions between residents have
less ofwhat Griffincalls "forced in-
timacy," and, thus, less ofa chance
ofgetting toknow one another. As a
way ofcounteracting this, and also
to help build up the identityof the
residence hall around the theme of
the four pillars, residence assistants
have put on programs that havehad
a fair amount of success in engag-
ing residents. One event, which
had residents sleeping outside on
Logan Field, allowed participants
to experience the reality of home-
lessness firsthand.
As residents and residence as-
sistants attempt to form a cohesive
community, the Seattle U facilities
department and residence hall staff-
ers have been busy dealing with a
few technical issues. Among these
are the plumbing problems that
plagued Chardin throughout last
quarter.
In October, four students were
displaced when the room they
were living in was flooded due to a
backed-up toiletsystem. Students
have also reported having trouble
with the hot water in their rooms.
Others, like junior transfer
student Doris Martinez, reported
having minor problems with her
closet and said that the building
still shows signs of wear from its
previous life.
"It's something I've learned to
live with, and it's not something I
feel like I need to complain about
every morning," said Martinez.
It is the patience and optimism
of residents like Martinez that
Rossman and Griffin hope to uti-
lize as they continue to help form
a community in Seattle University's
newest residence hall.
"What's been great is that the
residents have realized that it's all
part ofa new building, and I really
appreciate that," said Rossman.
As Chardin Hall faces its first
growing pains, the residents who
have made the building theirhome
may have to take some personal
initiative ifthey want Chardin to
develop its own unique identity.
According to Rossman and Griffin,
it's time for residents to take mat-
ters into their own hands.
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
Recent killing leaves Capitol Hill residents feeling afraid
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D"We have been able tohire top-notch faculty,the average GPA and
SAT scores of our entering stu-
dents are higher, and the student
body has become increasingly more
diverse [...] yet while we have
grown, class sizes are still small,"
said Eshelman.
Eshelman thinks that the next
step for the university will be to
bulk up the grant offices and to find
more support for faculty pursuing
federal grants for research.
Eshelman will take a sabbatical
for a year and plans to return to
the Albers School ofEconomics as
a professor.
Sundborg sees Crawford step-
ping in at a time when the uni-
versity should reexamine the role
of scholarship in the educative
process.
At Loyola University Chicago,
Crawford played a key role in en-
couraging faculty scholarship.
Bren Ortega-Murphy, Director
of women's and gender studies at
Loyola, worked with Crawford in
starting the program.
"He was extremely support-
ive of the program," said Ortega-
Murphy.
She called Crawford "honest,
but discreet" and noted that he is
very approachable and easy to talk
to. "He is an excellent ambassador
for the university and has a won-
derful public presence."
Crawford granted Ortega-
Murphy a sabbatical when she
chose to take a year off for her own
research.
"He was personally a source of
really strong support for me, and all
the faculty appreciate it," she said.
As provost, Crawford will man-
age budgets and space, and decide
release-time to encourage faculty
research. At Loyola, he managed
a budget of $53 million with
8,000 students, 376 full-time fac-
ulty members, 56 majors and 53
minors, a number of masters and
doctoral degree programs in 19
academic departments and 17 in-
terdisciplinary programs.
"The university needs to work
out more clearly therole ofscholar-
ship in education," said Sundborg.
"Seattle University is committed
to excellence in learning with great
teachers who are active scholars,
[but] it is not yet clear what is the
weight ofscholarship."
Crawford himself is eager to
take up his new role at Seattle U,
which will take effect July 1.
"I believe that the experiences
that I have been fortunate to have at
Loyola as an educator, a behavioral
scientist and administrator [...]
have prepared me well to become
a member of the Seattle University
team and assist all ofyou in achiev-
ing the goals you have established
for the institution," said Crawford.
"I enjoy administrative work [...]
facilitating student learning, faculty
scholarship and professional devel-
opment and working with othersto
achieve shared goals."
[SU] needs to work out




Aside from administrative work,
as Sundborg noted, Crawford will
also work to develop Seattle U's
commitment to diversity.
"He has a particularly good per-
spective for a school like Seattle U
that is committed to supporting
diversity of opinion, intellectual
diversity, cultural diversity," said
Ortega-Murphy.
Crawford himself said that
he and his colleagues at LUC
have made significant progress in
their efforts to enhance aspects of
diversity that prepare him for his
work at Seattle U.
"As a result ofthis approach, the
intellectual and interpersonal en-
vironment of our university com-
munity has been enhanced and we
believe our students are being bet-
terprepared to step effectively into,
and become change agents in, our
multi-cultural and global world,"
said Crawford.
Sundborg noted that the choice
of Crawford fit well with the mis-
sion of the university, a major part
of which entails a commitment to
social justice. While he notes that
more acquaintance with the univer-
sity is needed to fully know how he
can lead the university in its con-
cern for social justice, Crawford
does have a vision for service.
"The degree to which we will be
successful in realizing the univer-
sity's mission with regard to social
justice will hinge on how well we
all embrace and commit ourselves
to the concept ofCura Personalis—
care for the whole person—and
seek to become and instill in our
students the desire to be a 'person
for others'," said Crawford.
Crawford will come to campus
to meet the Board ofTrustees on
Feb. 21 and again on Mission Day
April 24.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
UW official highlights injustice in nursing
Alex Girma
Staff Writer
An event was held last Thursday
in the Casey Commons to discuss
an issue that does not normally re-
ceive a wealth ofattention: African
American nurses and their struggle
for equality.
The seminar intended to discuss
the history and relevance of racial
discrimination among nurses, an
underreported fact, according to
Diane Wisner, Seattle U nursing
professor.
"I think it's important simply
because [discrimination] still ex-
ists within the nursing field," said
Wisner. "Nursing is not a field
where you'd think there is a non-
representation; but it really is. It's
important to get it out to young
men and women that nursing is a
field that is open to them."
Five African American nurses
took the microphone at the event
to share their stories of becoming
African American nurses during
tumultuous, racially-segregated
times. One retired pediatric nurse,
Elizabeth Thomas, offered a har-
rowing story about a nurse who
"didn't care" that her mother was
dying. It was after that experience,
said Thomas, that she decided she
would treat every patient with care
and compassion.
The evening also featured vivid
illustrations of racism within the
nursing profession from College of
Nursing faculty members Antwinett
Lee and Brenda Broussard. Lee's
chronological retelling ofher expe-
riences struggling to fit in a mosdy
white college campus and Broussard's
recitation ofher written essay about
what it means to bi-racial in a
white-dominated world provided
some of the nights most poignant
subject material.
The five nurses' stories were to be
included in Price-Spratlen's book.
For Wisner, the issue springs a
particularly emotional response.
She genuinely feels that the lack of
nurses ofcolor is a serious issue and
would like to the trend reversed.
"We were talking about some
of the unrest that was going on in
the black population in some of the
colleges we'd been reading about.
Nurses of color are not represent-
ed within the nursing field," said
Wisner. "Nursing is still predomi-
nately a Caucasian profession."
Wisner also stated that she want-
ed to use this conference as an oppor-
tunity to bring the Mary Mahoney
Professional Nurses Organization
to the forefront. Mahoney was the
first African American professional
nurse.
Being able to count the number
of nurses ofcolor on one hand at
the local pediatric facility where she
teaches is not an encouraging sign,
said Wisner. And although she has
not experienced any first-hand
racism in the nursing profession,
Wisner understands that getting
the word out is important.
"The nurses that I worked with
have been welcomed, they have
been assimilated, and me being the
person I am, I have never had this
experience," said Wisner. "But it
makes me angry that discrimina-
tion still exists. To talk to anybody
in the 21st century who continues
to experience it is both frustrating
and infuriating."
Wisner, who also serves as
president of the Seattle University
chapter of Sigma Theta Tau
International, orchestrated the event
with University ofWashington om-
budsman Lois Price-Spratlen as the
centerpiece. Throughout her address
to the audience, Price-Spratlen used
her experiences with nursing to ad-
dress larger issues.
"Individuals should understand
that relationships are so important.
That somehow, [people] can come
together and work in the same
building and relate to each another,"
said Price-Spratlen.
As Wisner stated, the need for
nurses of color isn't so much about
generic representation in the work-
place as it is about the need to have
people within the profession of
nursing that patients can relate to.
Diverse areas, such as South Seatde,
should be able to feature nurses that
reflect the population, said Price-
Spraden.
Price-Spratlen, who has been a
practicing nurse for 54 years, docu-
ments the trials ofAfrican American
nurses, highlighting the issue of race
in the nursing profession. She re-
ports similar experiences by nurses
from all regions of the U.S.
"It is interesting to see the whole
[similarity] of experiences we are
talking about," said Price-Spratlen at
the conference. "Whetheryou are in
Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia [...]
it did not matter. The similarity in
terms of nurses' experiences is so
strong that I think that it influenced
the choices we made."
Alex can be reached at
girma@seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchola The Spectator
Lois Price-Spratlen, front left, stands with five veteran nurses who
joined her for her presentation last Thursday in the Casey Commons.







headed to the library can now
check out its latest type of
"book:" notebook computers.
The Lemieux Library has
been loaning students Dell
Latitude D 620 laptops for use
inside the library since August.
The computers are equipped
with extended-life batter-
ies, wireless internet and the
Microsoft Office Suite.
Anyone with a Seattle
University identification card
can check out one of eight lap-
tops for three hours at a time.
This laptop "pilot program"
for the library has been suc-
cessful, according to Doug
Eriksen, coordinator of library
technology.
The laptops have been circu-
lated nearly 150 times since they
became available.
"That certainly makes them
much more popular than any
book in circulation," Eriksen
said.
As a result of their positive
reception, eight more laptops
will be available before the end
ofJanuary. The library will also
start advertising tHe computer
availability more now that they
have determined there aren't
kinks in the laptops' configura-
tions, said Eriksen.
The computers are stream-
lined for minimal maintenance
and are designed to reboot after
every user, undoing any chang-
es made to the system. Users
should bring flash drives or e-
mail their files so theirworkisn't
lost, Eriksen said.
Hie laptopprogram has been
three years in the making, and
library officials hope to have 30
laptops available soon. But at a
$1,519 retail price, the laptops
are the most expensive item in
the library's circulation. By or-
dering in bulk, the university
saves a significant amount, ac-
cording to Brandy Long, busi-
ness manager for the Office
of Information Technology
Funding for the program comes
from an additional library bud-
get request that was approved.
The laptop service gels well
with the library's remodeling
plans, which will have a focus
on mobile computing as op-
posed to desktop computer labs
like the one currently found on
the library's second floor.
"This is becoming more and
more of an expected service,"
Eriksen said. "People want the
ability to work anywhere."
The laptops currently aren't
supposed to leave the Lemieux
Library, but officials are evalu-
ating the feasibility ofallowing
students to use them around
campus.
Joshua can be reached at
lynchjl @seattleu.edu
SU names new provost
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BHe noted that the mediahad confused the factsof the issue was being
handledat UW.
Godfrey said university officials
take great care to encouragestudents
to settle the legal cases and noted
that university's basic policy on this
issue has not changed, regardless of
media coverage or the instance at the
University ofOregon.
He added that the university
would not reveal any information
about the student to the Recording
Industry Association ofAmerican,
or the RJAA, or similar organiza-
tions without a subpoena.
"Our over-arching concern is the
students concern," said Godfrey. "If
the students were sued [and we had
withheld the letter beforehand] they
would have lost that critical period
of time."
In order to decide what to do
aboutpassing the letters on, Godfrey
said he consulted student leaders.
"Although [passing the letters
on] was controversial, it was the
right thing to do," said Godfrey.
"How could we not share that
information?"
The University of Washington
has been receiving letters from the
RIAA for the last several years, and
in these instances, universityofficials
invited students to talk to staff mem-
bers regarding the use and misuse
of university technology. Godfrey
noted that in every instance where
students talked to a faculty mem-
ber, the activity stopped afterwards
without the university invoking the
Code ofConduct.
Filters at a large institution like
the University of Washington are
problematic in the eyes of Godfrey
since they could easily prevent
research.
The issue is a bit different for a
smaller university such as Seattle
University.
As a matter ofpolicy, the Office
ofInternet Technology will not pro-
vide specifics related to security tech-
nologies and practices utilized on
campus networks, such as filters.
"However, we can say that OIT
has introduced a number of technol-
ogies and network architectural ap-
proaches to limit possible exposure
to the university related to RIAA
concerns regarding copyright in-
fringement," said Bo Vieweg, tech-
nical director of SunGard Higher
Education.
According to Vieweg, the issue
of illegally downloaded music has
not been a significant problem at
Seattle U in the past ten years. He
noted that there were a few times
where OIT publicized the issue on
campus, posting advisory notices in
some residence halls and other pub-
lic campus areas.
These notices were in order to
raise awareness on the issue, not
in response to particular problems
where punitive action was taken.
Vieweg did note, however, that
there have been a few occasions
where Seatde Uhas been notified of
possible instances ofsmall amounts
ofcopyrighted material being shared
from Seattle U via the Internet.
"In each instance the student






Office of Internet Technology
directed to immediately stop the
illegal activity or face loss of net-
work privileges and other potential
punishment. Since the students
complied with the direction and
the amount ofalleged sharing was
very small, no further action was
deemednecessary," said Vieweg. "In
the event oflarger scale orpersistent
violations, the university could take
more forceful action, up to and in-
cluding expulsion of the student."
According to Jacob Diaz, dean
of students, if the university were to
receive reports that students alleg-
edly committed theft via university
property, it would respond with a
judicial hearing. He noted that ac-
tions would be carefully decided on
a case-by-case basis.
"I think that sometimes down-
loading things on the Web seems a
bit distant," said Diaz.
He emphasized that the univer-
sity's role in the issue is to educate
the student. This issue, he said,
raises the question of the law's re-
lationship with the university and
the university'srelationship withthe
student, as has been the case at the
University ofWashington and the
University of Oregon.
Diaz said that the university
wants students to know that some-
times organizations such as theRIAA
and the Motion Picture Association
ofAmerica often target students and
that the university cannot interfere
with law.
Tim Albert, assistant director of
housing operation, said that much
of student computer usage in the
residence hall seems to be research-
related during the day and more
likely to be e-mails or game-related
activity in the evening. These num-
bers could not be confirmed by
OIT.
According to Albert, the code of
conduct binds the university to send
reports from organizations such as
the RIAA to students.
As ofmid-November, therewas a
bill in Congress regarding the issue
of illegally downloadedmusic.
The Intellectual Property
Protection Act is a comprehensive
bill that opponents charge could
make many users of peer-to-peer
networks, digital-music players and
other products criminally liable for
copyright infringement. Some op-
ponents think the bill would also
undo a tradition of "fair use"—the
principle that gives Americans the
right to use small samples of the
works of others without having to
ask permission or pay.
Albert noted that the issue of il-
legally downloaded music seems to
be a lesser issue now that places such
as Amazon and iTunes make music
available online at a low cost.
Brianna Van Craeynest, sopho-
more Asian studies major, said that
she uses iTunes out ofconvenience
and because it is easily compatible
with her Mac.
"I use LimeWire at home to
download music but not at school,"
said Ashley Zielke, sophomore busi-
ness major.
Zielke noted that people usu-
ally need to download "obscene"
amounts of music and share it
with other people in order to re-
ally get caught for using sites such
as LimeWire. "I often just buy the
CD," she added.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Isaac Ginsberg TheSpectator
Sam Johnson, freshman engineering major, attempts to thwart the music downloading firewall in Chardin






At the forefront of ASSU's
initiatives for the new year is the
issue concerning a lack ofstudent
representation in the Strategic
Planning Group.
ASSU sees the Strategic
Planning Group, implemented
by Seattle University this year
as a way of determining the fu-
ture direction of institution, as
an opportunity for students and
faculty to become involved in the
development of the university
community.
The group uses forums that
advocate the diversity of opin-
ions and whatever ideas members
may have about the current state
ofSeattle University.
Those present at this year's
convocation submitted over 1,900
written comments, with the most
comments received concerning
global education and academic
excellence.
"It's making really good prog-
ress, we're pretty much to the
point where we know where
we are going," said Duwayne
Andrews, junior executive vice
president ofASSU. "It's one thing
for President Sundborg or Vice
President Leary to say 'we know
where we are going' and not have
any student input."
The group assigns task forces
for each ofthe strategic priorities,
each chaired by a member ofthe
planning group.
Despite the lack ofstudent in-
volvement, the Strategic Planning
Group should have a positive ef-
fect on how Seattle University
operates, said ASSU vice presi-
dent for Student Affairs Natalie
Sheils.
"I believe [Sundborg's] initia-
tives are good ones and I am very
supportive of the majority of the
initiatives raised in the Strategic
Planning Task Force reports," said
Sheils. "I'm very glad our univer-
sity takes the time to carefully
consider all the options and con-
sequences before launching into
these very expensive initiatives."
Andrews added that ASSU
wants to be able to get students
involved in campus operations.
"Part ofour job is making sure
that the student voice is heard
and getting input from the task
forces makes sure that works," said
Andrews.
Because of this, the lack of
student representation on the task
force was an area ofconcern.
"ASSU submitted responses
to the initial task force reports as
well as their final reports and also
heard presentations from each
task force," said Sheils. "We were,
however, disappointed to discover
there would be no student on the
final Strategic Planning Group. "
In addition to the Strategic
Planning Group, ASSU has
made progress on many other
developments, such as updating
its Web site and trying to get stu-
dent employees to be paid on a
bimonthly process rather than
once a month.
ASSU is also launching the "Be
heard" program on Jan. 29, mod-
eled after similarprograms in both
Santa Clara and Gonzaga.
The programwill useonline as
well as traditionalcomment cards,
Facebook, and e-mail to gauge
concerns, questions, or solutions
from the student body.
The Student Life Committee
ofASSU will then respond to each
comment and organize it by topic
and there will be monthly news-
letters published so the student
body can be in contact with the
ASSU and receive answers to their
questions and concerns.
ASSU has already begun cre-
ating some documents related to
this program.
Sheils added that her experi-
ence with ASSU so far has been
fulfilling and encourages other
students to take part in similar
activities.
"The ASSU has also allowed
me to more fully understand how
the university works and what is
being done with the thousands
of dollars in tuition I pay every
year," said Sheils. "I continue to
enjoy representing the concerns
of students to the university and
searching for solutions to the is-
sues we face each day."
Alex can be reached at
girma@seattleu.edu
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The first thing you notice when
you arrive in Ecuador is that you
can't breathe as easily as in Seattle,
which is located at sea level. Quito
is situated at an altitude of 2,800
meters, or about two miles. Because
of this there is less oxygen, which
gives the impression of breathing
very heavy air.
Fortunately, after the first night,
I could breathe more easily. I still
notice that when I do exercise, like
going up the stairs, I have to catch
my breath.
The effects of the altitude are
quiet interesting and varied. As
my host brother explained to me
in Spanish, "The altitude causes
one to get inebriated or drunk or
wasted much faster."
The second night in Ecuador,
one ofmy fellow exchange students
discovered this through experiential
learning, and quickly went from
inebriated to drunk to wasted.
This turned out to be a bad
idea.
The Hotel Junior Plaza, where
we stayed, is not exactly in a bad
part of town. However, it is quite
clearly not safe for the Americans to
wander around drunk at night.
While the drunken student got
lost, Ryan Mayock, another student
in the program, went to look for
him.
"Iwas offered cocaine four times
walking only two blocks," Mayock
reported. He quickly returned to
our hotel to find that the drunken
student had already gotten back.
On Saturday my host sister was
robbed in a fairly nice neighbor-
hood. She lost approximately forty
dollars and her new cell phone
It is easy to understand the
prices here, because Ecuador has
a completely dollarized economy,
which means that they use U.S.
dollars for everything. Movies are
much cheaper here, costing only
three dollars, and a four-hour bus
ride to the hot springs will only set







Ecuadorian family friend in the
United States, explained, "When
the Ecuadorian economy was dol-
larized, it caused a lot ofpanic be-
cause everybody was trying to sell
off the local currency at once."
The dependency on the U.S.
dollar is causing concern again
because of the declining of the
dollar.
My host father, Hector Villaci's,
is very critical of the economic
policies of President George Bush
because of the global effect of
American economic development.
"The Chinese are displacing
the United States," he explained
in Spanish. "If there had been any
otherpresident in the United States,
this would not be happening."
For many years Villaci's worked
as a reporter, so he is very interested
in watching what the Chinese gov-
ernment is planning.
Despite the ever-changing polit-
ical and economic factors, Ecuador
is known for its rich mixture of
past and present. In the streets, the
venders sell Coca-Cola in the shad-
ows ofColonial-era cathedrals.
On Saturday, my group visited
the historic city center, where there
is a street known as "The Street of
the Seven Crosses" so-named be-
causeof the seven historic churches
situated on it.
The Franciscan Church has an
organ big enough to fill a room,
and the church of the Society of
Jesus of Quito is painted inside
with 52 kilos of gold leaf.
As the touristbrochure explains,
"Twenty-three carat-leaf gold was
used to gild the church."
Our guide Antonio Martino ex-
plained that 90 percent of the pop-
ulation is Catholic. The other ten
percent is Protestant, Evangelical or
are non-believers.
Ecuador is a country of diver-
sity, with beautiful beaches on the
coast, breath-taking mountains in
the center andAmazon rainforest in
the east. As myhost family explains,
there is equal diversity among the
people with distinct cultures and
accents in each region.
Most of the people in the big
cities are mestizo, a mixture of the
Spanish and indigenous descent.
But there are also indigenous people
living in the southern part ofQuito
and the smaller cities.
In the North, the province of
Esmeraldas is home to many Afro-
Ecuadorians. This should make it
very exciting to get to know the
geography and people of Ecuador.
Spencer can be reached at
bollens@seattleu.edu
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"The desire to reach for the stars is ambitious.
The desire to reach hearts is wise."
-Maya Angelou
Do YOU know a student whoreaches hearts through
their acts of leadership? a
Submit nominationforms for students via the
Leadership Development website. Anyone can
nominate, so please help us recognize everyday
leadership on our campus! Check the Spectator each
month for a new BRAVO! recipient.
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for Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual,
Transgender (L6BT) and
Straight-Ally Students!
Pride Foundation and the Greater Seattle Business
Association (GSBA) are pleased to announce the availability
of over $350,000 in scholarships!
Over 40 different scholarships are offered
but there is only one application to complete!
Applications must be postmarked by January 25th , 2008
To download an application, please visit:
www. pridefoundation.org/scholarships or
www.thegsba. org/scholarships




Workshop encourages laughing at human mortality
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
The crowd funneling in to the
Stimson Room of the Lemieux
Library early last Saturday morn-
ing was an odd assortment: psy-
chology majors, students from the
Educational Leadership program,
undecided undergrads and interest-
ed members of the public. Though
diverse in age and background, all
attendees were united by the day's
topic: the fear of death.
Saturday's workshop—titled
"Laughing atDeath"—was cospon-
sored by Seattle University's psy-
chology and English departments
and led by two experts on the ten-
dency ofhumans to deny thereality
ofdeath: Kirby Farrell, PhD, from
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, and Neil Elgee, MD, for-
merly at the UW.
Both men extensively study the
work of the Pulitzer Prize-winning
anthropologist Ernest Becker,
whose main theory of human be-
haviorclaims that almost all actions
are part ofan elaborate system that
shields humans from the reality of
mortality.
Elgee is the founder of the Ernest
Becker Foundation, an organization
that Seattle U has worked closely
withduring the past ten years to put
on a variety of scholastic events.
"They have an existential em-
phasis which fits particularly well
with our program, and we believe
that humor can reveal a lot about
our society, as what we laugh about
is often what we are anxious about,"
said Steen Hailing, professor of
psychology
Elgee and Kirby's integration
ofhumor with Becker's theories is
unique and presents an optimistic
view on otherwise dismal topics.
Attendees were laughing even be-
fore the introductions began, and
a relaxed and cheerful mood filled
the room throughout most of the
four-hour presentation.
Elgee began the talk with an
overview ofBecker and how com-
edy can be used—and misused—to
deal with difficult issues.
"Becker's work challenges and
threatens naive beliefsystems and
inherent denial," Elgee told the au-
dience duringthe day's lecture. "All
of us live in a socially-constructed
reality filled with stories and illu-
sions that alter our views on life
and death. Those who can adopt
an ironic mindset can see the world
more clearly."
His recent essay, also titled
"Laughing at Death," which all
workshop attendees were given, goes
into greater depth on this point:
"we can... become self-realized as
we appreciate the denial of death
that is built into the fabrications of
our cultural belief system [such as
the obsessions with celebrities and
materialism]."
By no means does this reject re-
ligious beliefs. Elgee feels that both
humor and religion are evolving in
ways which will help people better
understand and deal with death.
After a short break, the work-
shop continued with Farrell's take
on the subject.
"Lifeand death can either be ter-
rifying or comical—one simply has
to be prepared to let go. We have
to let go," said Farrell, "because life
itself is insoluble."
Attendees had been encouraged
to bring along their favorite comics
and jokes, to share with the group,
and these were passed up to Farrell,
who led the audience in a critical
analysis ofeach submission.
The first, a picture of two stu-
dents making silly faces, slowly
led to a discussion on the impact
of body language, the high sui-
cide rate of dentists and eventually
to the deep, psychological fear of
cannibalism. As an experton social
criticism, Farrell was able to take
seemingly simple comics and ex-
tract very deep insights on society,
our fears, insecurities and recurring
metaphors.








"Culture is a tool we've created
to deal with our conflicting feelings
on troubling issues, which are often
mystified and disguised," he said.
"Laughter by itself might not cre-
ate anything really, but it helps us
to dissolve those constructs which
keep us from seeing things for how
they are. Death is difficult to con-
ceptualize, but denying its existence
prevents you from fully living."
All workshop participants, re-
gardless of their scholastic asso-
ciation, seemed to enjoy the day's
discussions.
Bill Brennan, a graduate stu-
dent in the Masters of Arts and
Psychology program, felt the lec-
ture presented him with valuable
understanding to put into practice
during a future career as a clinical
psychiatrist, found the comic analy-
sis interesting.
"Today provided good practice
in taking things which appear to
have a simple meaning and ex-
tracting deeper understanding,"
said Brennan.
Other students went simply to
expand theiroutlook on death.
"I wanted to make my per-
spective on death a little broader,"
said Eric Guico, a graduate stu-
dent in the Student Development
Administration program and as-
sistant at the Bellarmine Advising
Center. "You can always gain new
insight in your life by hearing dif-
ferent points of view."
Regardless ofthe audience's di-
verse background, all participants
came away with an opportunity to
reflect on life and death.
"Life is meaningless until we give
it meaning," said Erika Campbell
ofthe Educational Leadership pro-
gram. "Why live your life afraid of
dying, or being depressed about it,
when you can create a more positive
outlook?"
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
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Sam Green: Washington State's first Poet Laureate
Justin Najar
Staff Writer
On Dec. 17,Seattle University's
writer-in-residence Samuel Green
was named Washington State's
first Poet Laureate by Governor
Christine Gregoire.
The Poet Laureate bill became
law in April 2007, after years of
efforts by Rep. Lynn Kessler and
Rep. Mary Skinner, along with vari-
ous cultural groups, including the
Washington State Arts Commission,
theWashington Poet's Association,
and Humanities Washington.
"Part of my job as the laure-
ate is to figure out the job of the
laureate," said Green, who was
one offourteen applicants for the
position.
Although many ofthe subtleties
of the job may have yet to be de-
fined, Green says his most impor-
tant goal as state Poet Laureate will
be to promote the work of other
Washington state poets.
Edwin Weihe, an associate pro-
fessor in the English department,
has known Greenfor about six years
and played a role in bringing Green
to the university as a writer-in-resi-
dence. He served as one ofGreen's
references in his application to the
position of state Poet Laureate
"He's not only a very fine
poet, but his poetry focuses on
the Northwest," said Weihe. "He
knows this region. He knows it as
a place and as a poetry community,
and he's been here all his life."
The level of Green's commit-
ment to poetry was never dem-
onstrated more than when he and
his wife, Sally Green, moved to
Waldron Island, a remote island
in the San Juans, 25 years ago.
They sold their house in Shoreline,
Wash., and bought ten acres ofland
on Waldron. They moved thereand
became immersed in poetry.
The reason for the move given
by Green is simple. "My wife and
I wanted to spend full time with
poetry," said Green.
On the island, they had to start
their material lives all over again,
rebuilding it by hand.
"We lived in a tent for three
years while I built a house from logs
that I cut," said Green.
Green describes living in the 14-
feet by 32-feet tent as "living in a
lung." Every time the wind blew, it
billowed in and out, up and down.
He added that the time spent liv-
ing in the tent was three years of
learning how little people need to
be comfortable.
Waldron Island is very isolated.
It has no infrastructure for water or
electricity, very few residents, and
no stores to speak of. The only way
to access the island is by sailing or
by flying.
The Greens have an outhouse
and used to haul water a mile be-
fore they got a well. For food, they
garden or barter.
What little money Green or his
wife needed was obtained mostly
through odd jobs, such as digging
ditches or chopping wood. By need-
ing very little, they were both able
to focus full-time on poetry. This
freedom was afforded not by some-
thing such as extravagant wealth,
then, but by a lack ofit.
They operated Brooding Heron
Press, which was first established
as an outlet for mainly local and
Northwest writers, but which
now publishes some international
writers, such as Irish poets Paula
Meehan, Tony Meehan and Theo
Dorgan, from their home on
Waldron Island. Green runs a print-
ing press that is nearly one hundred
years old, and one-third of their
house is devoted to activities sur-
rounding the printing of books.
Green's focus on poetry, along
with his contact with many other
poets in the area, gave him an in-
timate knowledge of the local and
regional culture ofpoetry.
Green has also been a writer-
in-residence at Seattle University
for the past six years. The position
entails teaching one creative writ-
ing class for one quarter, as well as
hosting a public event, such as a
reading, ofsome sort that quarter.
Green, as awriter-in-residence, also
has another title bestowed upon
him by the school: Distinguished
Northwest Writer-in-Residence.
"He's a highly respected poet
himself, and that's critical. It means
he has the attention of his peers,"
said Weihe.
Retired English professor emer-
ita Hamida Bosmajian met Green
prior to his own retirement, and
said he was delighted to hear that
Green won theLaureateship.
"His ability to encourage and
relate to others well, aside from his
talents as a poet, is a great asset in
defining the position for his succes-
sors," said Bosmajian.
Green's duties as State Poet
Laureate, as stated by the press re-
lease, includes serving a two-year
term, as well as "[building] aware-
ness and appreciation of poetry."
This will be accomplished through
readings, workshops, lectures and
presentations throughout the
state.
Sam is a war veteran,
a prophet and a poet.
Jerry Cobb, SJ
English Professor
Green has been doing all of this
and more forover the past 30 years.
He has taught at every level in pub-
lic schools throughout Washington
State, and says he has traveled across
the state many times over attending
poetry readings and festivals.
Green also teaches poetry for
the summer program at the Jack
Kerouac School of Disembodied
Poetics, which was formed by
Allen Ginsbergand Anne Waldman
in 1974 at what is now Naropa
University in Boulder, Colo.
Weihe says Greens classes usu-
ally fill up past normal capacity,
because so many students want to
learn from him.
Greens effect on his students has
been far-reaching.
"Sam is a warveteran, a prophet,
a poet, and I would also say a priest-
ly presence on our campus," said
Jerry Cobb, SJ, associate professor
ofEnglish. "I have spoken to nu-
merous students who have testified
to the major impact he has had on
their lives."
Green has also been praised by
other faculty members, past and
present, for his constant commit-
ment to his students.
"It is wonderful to have him
so closely associated with Seattle
University. I cannot emphasize
enough what a great encourage-
ment he has been to our students
from the beginning ofhis teaching
appointments," said Bosmajian.
While Green may have the
prestige and respect that comes
with titles and jobs such as State
Poet Laureate and Distinguished
Northwest Writer in Residence, he
also, according to some, occupies
another position which is funda-
mental to all our lives.
"The irony ofa culture is that the
culture is made healthy, made vital,
by very few people," said Weihe.
According to Weihe, Green is
one of those people.
Justincan be reached at
najan@seattleu.edu
JackieCanchola TheSpectator
Sam Green was recently named Washington State's first Poet Laure-
ate and is a writer-in-residence at Seattle University.
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City leads in emissions standards
Staff Writer
With the United Statesslowly but steadily be-coming environmen-
tally friendly and "going green,"
vehicle emissions are under the
microscope.
Seattle's green pioneer, Mayor
Greg Nickels, leads the city-wide
charge in greening the country's
metropolitan areas. But Seattle may
soon experience tougher emissions
regulations.
According to seattlecan.org,
Seattle Climate Action Now is
a program created by the city of
Seattle behind Mayor Nickels, as
an effort to inform city residents
how to make an environmental
difference at home, work and on
the road.
In Feb. 2005 the Kyoto Protocol
called together more than 170
countries. The historic treaty in-
tends to limit the emissions of 35
industrialized countries, not in-
cluding the United States. Though
the United States signed the treaty,
Congress has not ratified it, largely
due to the reported $400 billion
price tag attached to it.
Upon hearing of the Protocol's
ratification by nearly 150countries,
Nickels put forth the challenge to
meet or beat those standards to U.S.
mayors. According to Nickels' Web
site, more than 710 mayors signed
on to the U.S. Mayors Climate
Protection Agreement, aimed to
reduce the number of municipal
vehicles and increase the average
fuel efficiency. Major cities from all
50 states signed the pledge, includ-
ing Los Angeles, Austin, Atlanta
and New York.
In Seattle, the Climate
Protection Initiative put forth in
2005 aimed for Seattle to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions seven
percent by 2012.
Although the U.S. Mayors
Agreement outlines measures
for cities to take, it also has sug-








reads "We urge the federal gov-
ernment and state governments
to . . . reduce the United States'
dependence on fossil fuels and ac-
celerate the development ofclean,
economical energy resources and
fuel-efficient technologies such as
conservation, methane recovery
for energy generation, waste to
energy, windand solar energy, fuel
cells, efficient motor vehicles, and
biofuels."
Alarge part of Nickels' programs
aim at reducing the number of ve-
hicles on the roads. The light rail,
streetcars and expanded bike lanes
are all under that goal. Not only
does Nickels aim to reduce official
city motor vehicle fuel efficiency,
but that of the city's automotive
population. Nickels' programs co-
incide with the Washington State
Department ofEcology's claim that
motor vehicles are the state's largest
source ofair pollution.
To effectively reduce motor
vehicle air pollution, Washington
requires emission checks. The
Department of Ecology estimates
to reduce 149,000 tonsofair pollu-
tion annually. Emission checks are
required in urban areas of Clark,
King, Pierce, Snohomish and
Spokane counties. The Department
ofecology requires cars older than
five years to be evaluated every oth-
er year. They cost $15 and can be
paid in cash, check or credit. Visit
the Web site for testing locations.
Washington state legislature
passed laws to promote California
clean car standards. There are two
different motor vehicle standards:
a federal standard and the stricter
California standard. Washington
is one of twelve states to adopt
clean car standards. After 2009,
new cars sold in Washington will
no longer require emission checks,
as they will all adhere to the clean
car laws.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
Joey Anchando The Spectator
Public Safety officer Lori Patterson walks into the Broadway garage to
check cars for parking passes. Passes are often oversold, resulting in
full parking lots and a struggle for parking spaces.
Braden VanDragt TheSpectator
Mayor Nickels' plan to reduce Seattle emmisions includes expanded bike lanes in the city.
Parking fills up at SU
Justin Najar
Staff writer
For students who live on cam-pus, the only major transpor-tation problems they experi-
ence getting to class include waking
up late or tripping over something
on the way to class. But commuters
deal with a number ofotherobstacles
traveling to Seattle U. When they
finally do arrive to campus, most
likelyafter dealing with aggravating
traffic conditions, they must deal
with a lack ofadequate parking.
A large component ofthe prob-
lem stems from the fact that Seattle
U's parking permits are oversold.
This leads to overcrowding in lim-
ited parking spaces on campus and
prevents permit holders from park-
ing in the spaces they've paid money
for.
"If you come later in the day,
there are literally no parking spots
left in the garage," said junior Grace
Lee. "Part of the reason I'm paying
extra money is so I don't have to lug
my books three or four blocks."
Michael Sletten, the Director of
Public Safety and Transportation,
says the reason for overbooking
parking spaces is a practical one. If
the University did not oversell its
parking, it would have spaces sit-
ting empty, and would be losing
money.
"Most universities sell 22 to 24
percent more permits than spaces.
On average, approximately 60 to 75
percent of permit holders come on
the same days and hours. [If] you
sell only the number ofpermits to
number of spaces, approximately
three to four spaces in every 10
would sit empty," said Sletten.
In an attempt to address the stu-
dent concern, Public Safety offers
reimbursements for parking permits
throughout the quarter.
"Whatever time is not used is re-
imbursed. If a permit is $210 a quar-
ter and you use it for one month,
then return it, the reimbursement is
$140," said Sletten.
Public Safety's policy of issuing
parking tickets to those who park
on campus without a permit is an-
other effort to keep spaces available
for permit holders. According to
sophomore Joscelyn Brockliss, how-
ever, the enforcement of the tickets
is lacking.
"Public Safety needs to enforce
parking tickets, because they don't,"
said Brokliss.
However, Sletten claims that
Public Safety does enforce its park-
ing tickets, with stiffpenalties for
repeat offenders. "Public Safety has
averaged $12,500 in parking fines
the past two years alone. The average
ticket is $15 and vehicles are subject
to impound after two citations," said
Sletten.
Parking problems on campus
only increase when the University
hosts special events, bringing more
people to campus with parking
needs.
Sletten encourages drivers to plan
their parking needs for each quarter
by reading posted signs, checking
the Public Safety Web site for trans-
portation information, or by calling
the Transportation Problem Solving
line at 296-5995.
"As the quarter is under way we
will be monitoring our level ofen-
forcement and posting those weekly
citation enforcements on the 24-
houraccessible bulletin board at the
Public Safety office," said Sletten.
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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Years away from a sound transit solution
Michael Baldwin
Staff Writer
Astudent gets on a bus inNorth Seattle. After a 35minute bus ride down-
town, the student gets off the bus
in the newly re-opened transit tun-
nel and walks a couple ofblocks to
the next bus stop. The bus is late,
maybe 15 minutes, ifit comes atall.
After finally boarding, the student
sits through traffic up Madison, fi-
nally arriving at school after a one
hour and 10minute travel.
Total distance elapsed? About
8 miles.
For those that choose to live
more than a walking distance away
from campus, and do not have the
means to either own a car or pay to
park it at Seattle U, this tale is all
too common.
"It takes between 20 and 35
minutes to go abut 12 miles, even
when I'm driving" says Jay Grinsell,
senior criminal justice major.
Over 61 percent of undergrad-
uate students at Seattle U live off
campus. While some live nearby
and can easilycommute on foot to
and from classes, many live in a dif-
ferent zip code than theschool and
find the commute more difficult.
"There is often a misperception
that most of our off-campus stu-
dents live right around the cam-
pus which is not true," says Diane
Schmitz, director ofthe services for
commuter students. "Many live in
areas south and north ofSeattle and
have substantial commutes."
For those students, the prob-
lem offinding a reliable and viable
mean oftransportation to and from
class can be a hassle. No bus line
outside of a five mile radius has a
direct line to within walking dis-
tance from campus. This means
long waits downtown for transfers
and the uncertainty of a bus com-
ing at all, let alone on time.
"One of the primary challenges
for commuters who bus is that they
most often have to transfer down-
town on their way to and from
campus," says Schmitz. "This...
makes it uncomfortable to travel
at night."
There has been significant de-
bate in Washington State, and
specifically Seattle, on how to deal
with the transportation and traffic
issue. The Light Rail project, which
is set to start running in 2009, will
connect downtown to SeaTac, and
eventually will include connections
to Capitol Hill and the University
of Washington. The Light Rail
project plans to carry 42,500 pas-
sengers daily by 2020, mainly busi-
ness people commuting from the
airport to downtown hotels. But
while the main line opens nextyear,
construction on the later stops,
dubbed "The University Lane,"
project, is not projected to be fin-
ished until 2016
"The goal would be to add
70,000 riders by 2030 on the
University Lane," says Bruce Gray,
spokesperson for Sound Transit.
Gray says part of the project
will be to reroute bus lines from
the downtown bus tunnels to the
different stops on Capitol Hill. This
would allow for students coming
from out of the Seattle area easier
access to campus.
One major issue that is sure to
impact transportation for Seattle
U students is the question ofwhat
will happen to the Alaskan Way
Viaduct. After years of politicking
over the issue, Governor Christine
Gregoire recently declared that she
intended to tear down the viaduct,
no matter what her opponents
said.
If the viaduct is torn down, traf-
fic will likelyworsen on 1-5, further
complicating the transportation
problems of Seattle U students.
Meanwhile the bus tunnel, which
was supposed to help by getting the
buses off of downtown streets and
therefore helping traffic, has already
had to shut down twice since its
Sept. 24, 2007 reopening, due to
computer problems.
We wanted affordable





"We haven't seen any decrease
in ridership since the re-opening,"
says Linda Thiekle, Public Affairs
Specialist for King County, who
said the actual effect of the tunnel
will not be known until a full year
has passed. "The shutdown hap-
pened during the holidays, so there
were fewer riders than usual."
Some pundits have wondered
how committed politicians really
are to fixing the traffic problem.
In 2007, 1100 new homes and
residencies were added to the West
Seattle area, while no new lanes of
traffic were added, with one lane
in effect taken out, to become a
bus lane.
There is also the case of the South
Lake Union Street Car, formerly
known as the South Lake Union
Trolley. Besides making baristas
at the Kapow! Coffeehouse in the
South Lake Union neighborhood
a small fortune for their "Ride the
Slut" t-shirt*empire, the street car
has drawn ire over its cost and lim-
ited usability. The car cost 50 times
more than the production cost of
one bus and, while using no gas, is
costing the city a considerable bill
for the electricity it runs on.
"We wanted affordable housing
in the area," said Jeremiah Johnson,
the man behind the shirts. "Instead
they gave us a streetcar."
Sound Transit has drawn criti-
cism for its inability to keep buses
on schedule. While certain factors
such as accidents cannot be ac-
counted for, the departments policy
on sending out replacement drivers
for lines is controversial. A bus must
miss its scheduled stopseveral times
before a replacement can be sent.
That means multiple hours worth
of commuters are out of luck for
catching their bus.
Other options have been dis-
cussed in terms of loosening up
traffic problems. Some have pro-
posed opening up carpool lanes
during non-peak hours orcharging
a toll for single-occupancy vehicles
who use carpool lanes during peak
hours. But most options are only
in the idea phase. Even Gregoire's
plans for theviaduct wouldnot be-
gin for a few years. And the project
would prove to be costly. Deputy
Mayor Tim Ceis says even a one
month setback in the viaduct proj-
ect could cost millions ofdollars.
Whatever the city chooses to
do about the transportation issue
in Seattle, commuter students at
Seattle U have their own plans on
what to do in order to make longer
commutes easier and more pleas-
ant. One idea includes a commut-
er-student only parking lot with
reduced fare parking permits.
"Commuter students.. .already
have to incur more expenses, as
well as time, just to commute,"
said Schmitz
The problems with transpor-
tation go beyond just the time it
takes to get to campus. For stu-
dents that use the metro system,
schedules must be built around the
most convenient schedule. Lines
often stop running or become in-
frequent in the evening hours, so
many students attempt to be home
by those times.
"I miss out on a lot ofactivities
and events just because I don't want
to drive down to campus again
just to see a basketball game," said
Grinsell.
While solutions to the over-
all transportation system may be
slow, Seattle U is making an at-
tempt to deal with the problems
its commuter students face. One
way Seattle U has tried to combat
the problem is to install a series of
Commuter Student Collegiums
around campus where students can
sit and work on homework while
socializing.
"It's really helpful because I get
a place to go between classes," said
Grinsell. "There's always a few out-
going people in there."
Schmitz says the problem is
a work in progress and hopes to
one day be able to provide equal
campus service to its commuter
students.
"We continue to advocate for
staffing, services, and programs that
will ensure that this majority popu-
lation on our campus receives the
integrated Jesuit educational expe-
rience that we commit to providing
for all students," said Schmitz
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Specator
Over 61 percent of Seattle University students live off-campus. No bus line outside of a five mile radius from campus has
a direct line within walking distance, meaning longer waits downtown for transfers and uncertain bus schedules.
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Disability doesn't stop The Lashes
Kyle Madsen
Volunteer writer
In 2006 The Lashes solidified its
status as one of Seattle's best pop
bands when they signed a deal with
Columbia Records. To only further
show how far they'd come, the band
was booked as a lead act in Seattle
U's Quadstock the following year.
Then, in May 5, 2007, the un-
thinkable happened. The Lashes'
guitarist Eric Howk suffered a se-
rious spinal cord injury when he
fell into a construction area from a
friends yard, leaving him paralyzed
from the waist down.
"We are so lucky to still have
Eric around, but it was still very
scary. We couldn't see him and
didn't know what was going on,"
said Ben Clark, lead singer ofThe
Lashes.
Eventually the otherband mem-
bers did visit Howk in the ICU of
Harbor View Medical Center, a
place where, Clark explained, "The
patients could go either way."
"When we got to see Eric hewas
bandaged up with tubes and beep-
ing stuff, in this Robocop looking
bed, and the first thing out ofhis
mouth is, 'don't worry, I'm way bet-
ter than I look.' That was just clas-
sic Eric. I mean, we had expected
to go in there and start crying, but
knowing that Eric was okay, and
still the same guy, made it okay,"
said Clark.
Clark and Howk first formed
The Lashes after they met while
working at the Levi's store down-
town during the summer of 2000.
"When I first met him I wasn't
even sure how good a guitar player
he was, we just became friends,"
Clark said.
It wasn't long before demos were
exchanged and Clark and Howk
decided that they were meant for
each other.
"About four weeks later Eric
brought his guitar to work and had
all my songs memorized," Clark
said. "He was the best guitar player
I'd ever heard. I was like, you are
mine!' Iwasn't gonna let anyone else
have him."
Three days later the duo took
the stage at the Crocodile Cafe. In
the years that followed The Lashes
proved to be a staple of the Seattle
music scene.
By 2003 the band had released
their debutEP, "The Stupid Stupid"
on Lookout! Records and was play-
ing gigs with The Libertines andTed
Leo & The Pharmacists.
Then, in 2006 The Lashes land-
ed a deal with Columbia Records
and put out its full length album,
"Get It."
Last spring the band was asked
to headline Quadstock at Seattle
University, a gig that felt deserved
to Clark, considering his history
with the school.
In 1999 Clark's previous
band, The Stoics, stood out in the
Campion ballroom Battle of the
Bands.
"We climbed up to the top of
the speakers, cranked our amps up
and got docked points for it," Clark
said.
As a result of their antics, The
Stoics only came in at third place,
beaten by a student-janitor jam
band and losing the chance to play
Quadstock that year.
That disappointment only made
The Lashes spot on the 2007 lineup
sweeter.But Howks tragic accident
would overshadow all of the band's
accomplishments.
In a true testament to their
friendship, Clark admits that, in
spite ofrecent success, "ifEric didn't
want to play anymore, then the
band would have been over. It was
in his hands, no pun intended."
But Howk wasn't about to quit
doing what he was born to do.
"We had booked Quadstock
for that Friday, and after the acci-
dent and Eric, really calmly, looked
at us and said, 'You know guys, I
think I'm gonna have to cancel
the show Friday...but don't cancel
Bumbershoot,"' Clark said.
Howk soon began rehab and
was soon back playing guitar. Six
days after being released from the
hospital, and only months after the
accident, Howk was playing to the
largest crowd The Lashes ever had
at Seattle's annual Bumbershoot
festival.
Since then The Lashes have
been hard at work, self releasing
the A-side, "Thank You" on New
Years day.
The album is straight forward
pop. With catchy guitar riffs,
thoughtful lyrics, and a danceable
beat, "Thank You" is a must have
for fans of The Strokes, The Cribs
or The Libertines.
Clark is very devoted to his fans
and encourages them to contact him
through Myspace and watch for up-
coming shows with The Lashes.
Kyle can be reached at
madsenk@seattleu.edu
Courtesy TheLashes
The Lashes released new A-side "Thank You" after their guitarist was paralyzed in the spring of 2007.
Dancing on Cherry Street
Nick Kirschner
VolunteerWriter
And they danced like the sky was
crashing down.
_ The atmosphere was electric and
filled with anticipation as acrowd of
roughly 200 gathered in the north
side ofCherry Street Cafeteria last
Friday to pay witness to Seattle area
singer/songwriter, Jason Webley.
Wielding between an accordion
and an old fashioned Harmony
acoustic guitar, Webley tore through
a solo set ofhis trademark folk sound
that consists ofunforgettable melo-
dies, heartfelt poeticism and a shot
of punk rock.
His original brand of music is
near impossible to put your finger
on, but the attraction is universal.
There were points during his set
where the crowd sat enthralled,
hanging off every past lyric, and
then expectantly awaiting the next.
At other times, the floor was a
chaotic trench ofdancing maniacs
singing along to every word they
knew, Webley had taught to them,
or had picked up on as the song
progressed.
After the first couple songs
Webley humorously commented on
how the show was his first college
show in the Seattle area, and more
notably the fact that it marked the
demise of his "university cafeteria
performance cherry." Glad to have
been ofservice.
With his unconventional instru-
ments, brute witand zanystagepres-
ence, Webley had complete crowd
control the entire evening. When
asking individuals to slide their faces
on his accordion keys, they'd do it.
When asking the crowd to divide
in half against each other in a bit-
ter battle of "this side is the viola
versus this side is the trombone",
they'd do it. And when asking ev-
ery single person in the building to
stand up, wiggle their fingers in the
air for several minutes, and then
feverishly slam their giggling digits
into the armpits of their surround-
ing neighbors, they'd do it, and they
loved it.
Itwas as ifWebley had construct-
ed his own loyal cult that he was
going to set loose upon the world.
Following JasonWebley, his tour-
ing mates, The Reverend Peyton's
Big Damn Band took the stage.
Consisting of washboard, drums,
and frenzied yet calculated slide
guitar, they aren't that damn big,
but they're a damn fun show. With
songs about their mama's fried pota-
toes, their father getting kicked out
ofone oftheir concerts for being too
drunk, and tides like, "Your Cousins
on Cops" it seemed like everyone
had a smile on their face.
In the spring of'o7 Webley and
The Reverend Peyton's Big Damn
Band collaborated on an album en-
titled "Two Botdes ofWine" as an
installmentofwhat will beWebley's
11 part collection ofcollaboration
records with various artists. To fin-
ish off the night the two acts joined
forces for a high energy conclusion.
Performing a few songs off their al-
bum, and oneanonymous number,
they had theremaining bodies in the
crowd sweaty and not wanting to
go home.
Needless to say, the dance
floor was the best kind of chaos.
Handstands were successfully ex-
ecuted, piggy-backs ran rampant,
crowd surfingwas apparent, and one
individual even proceeded to lay on
the floor and seizure in merriment.
All of this, in a cafeteria.
Ifyou missed Jason Webley, you
should definitely feel left out, but
don't fret, he'll be playing just down
the street at Neumos withAmanda
Palmer of "The Dresden Dolls" on
Thursday Feb. 21. It's a show not to
be missed.
Nick can be reached at
kirschnl @seattleu.edu
Joshua Lynch The Spectator
JasonWebley and his squeezebox win over Seatte U students.
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The Cops, Sunday Night
Blackout, Juhu Beach
7 p.m.







Drive, PC Load Letter,
Abbot Finney
8 p.m.
Showbox SoDo, $10, 21+




SPOTS ON THE HILL: Remedy leas
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
As soon as you enter through the
bright green door of Remedy Teas
you'll realize that this is not your
typical, hippie-filled tea shop. It is
incredibly modern—somewhere
between a chemistry lab and an
IKEA showroom—and offers teas
from around the globe. The drinks
are delicious, but what makes
Remedy unique is the ambiance.
Dim hanging lamps and flicker-
ing candles illuminate beakers
filled with flowers. A long line of
test tubesruns along the side wall.
People sit at low tables, talking softly
to one another or perusing through
art books. They pour tea from what
appears to be large beakers.
Beyond the counter is a mys-
terious wall filled with 150 num-
bered jars, each holding a different
loose-leaf organic tea. Selections
range from the ordinary—English
Breakfast, Jasmine, Earl Grey—to
the bizarre, like tea #53: Iron
Goddess of Mercy, an oolong tea
mixed with chestnuts and flavorful
flowers. Or #106: Banana Split, a
mix the menu describes as "what
monkeys dream of when they're
sleeping." The huge selection al-
lows for endless opportunities to ex-
periment, but the sheer number to
choose from can be intimidating.
The friendly staff is always ea-
ger to help you decide, just tell
them what your in the mood for
and they will supply it. Customers
are directed to a line of test-tubes
filled with small portions of each
tea, allowing for a sniff-test before
deciding what to brew.
Remedy stays true to its name,
offering natural cures for all kinds
of ailments. Did you drink too
much last night? Order a pot of
their Hangover mix, a blend of
yerba mate and herbs guaranteed
to revitalize your body and mind.
Suffering from a cold? Order their
ever-popular Relief tea, infused
with vitamin C and other immune-
boosting ingredients. Trying to
loose a few pounds as part ofyour
New Years resolution? Sip on a
cup of Slim Balance to boost your
metabolism.
At Remedy Teas the unique
brewing technique exemplifies their
balance between tea as a science and
tea as an ancient ritual. Your selec-
tion is brought out on a tray; a large
glass teapot holds the hot water and
tea leaves while a small timer keeps
track ofthe brewing time. The tea-
pot is set over a small candle, illumi-
nating the water as it slowly changes
color and flavor.
In addition to their organic teas,
Remedy also offers smoothies, chai
lattes, wine, beer, sake, and organic
coffee. Unique to Remedy are their
three tea cocktails: the Citra Make
Sake, White Tea Mimosa, and
Champagne Matcha Mojito, al-
lowing the of-age customer to "get
tipsy on tea." Munchies are also
available. Remedy serves soups, sal-
ads, tea sandwiches and otherfoods
like granola, olives, and a varietyof
baked goods, including vegan and
wheat-free treats.
This tea house offers an envi-
ronment found nowhere else in
Seattle, so take the short walk up
to Remedy Teas, orderyour favorite
number, and start your new year off
fresh.
Remedy Teas is located about a
mile north ofcampus on 15thAvenue
and Harrison and is open everyday
from 7a.m. to 11p.m.
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey TheSpectator
RemedyTeas offers a wide selection of teas to mix and match. Wheth-
er you have a cold or a hangover they have what you need.




Piggott between your Wednesday
classes, and while at the Bottom
Line waiting for a latte, you catch
the swell and sweep of an orches-
tral crescendo echoing through
the halls. Intrigued, you follow the
sounds to the Piggott Auditorium,
where you find a symphony orches-
traharkening the passion ofMozart
in the mid afternoon. It's beautiful,
it's inspiring and the best part, it's
free. You kick back and enjoy the
music until your next class.
Sound ridiculous? It may not
be too far fetched, after all. The
Seatde Symphony is visiting Seattle
University through the Artistic
Cultural Community Engagement
with Seatde Symphony,orACCESS
series, on Wednesday, Jan. 16 at 11
a.m. Featured is soloist Quinton
Morris, renowned around the city
for his virtuosicviolin performanc-
esand around Seattle University for
his exciting new position within the
fine arts department as instructor
and director of chamber and instru-
mental music.
"The Seattle University concert
is a really great way to welcome
Quinton Morris home," said
RosalieContreras, director ofcom-
munications at Seattle Symphony.
"He is a fascinating musician."
Morris is a featured soloist in
nine ofthe Seattle Symphony's up-
coming concerts, a rare happening
in the extremely competitive world
ofstring music. Most of the shows
he will be involved with are free to
the public, catering to communities
around the sound that might not
attend classical symphony concerts
otherwise. Morris is also visiting
area schools with the symphony,
where he talks about his life as a
professional musician.
"He plays music for the kids,
and answers their questions, he's
just masterful with children," said
Contreras. "He's a great spokesper-
son for the art form."
At Seattle University, the bach-
elor of music and music perfor-
mance major is still in the early
stages of development and will be
voted upon soon. Morris and his
colleagues in the fine arts depart-
ment hope this opportunity to
work with professional, classical
organizations is the first of many
events offered on campus.
The Seatte University
concert is a really





"This is an inaugural event,"
said Morris. "A symphony orches-
tra has never performed at Seattle
U before, so this is great press for
the university, especially having
a faculty member as a guest solo
performer."
Fine Arts Department Chair
Carol Wolfe Clay reiterated the
departments enthusiasm about this
performance.
"We are very committed to
building a musical department...
this event is a great way to kick off
our program."
For a portion of the student
body, however, fine classical music
performances are not part of their
entertainment repertoire. Reaching
out to new listeners, enlightening
those unfamiliar with thevalue and
opportunities in classical music and
exposing students to it are all very
important to Morris and the Seatde
Symphony.
"In the last 10 to 20 years, peo-
ple have said that classical music is
dying," said Morris. "I don't think
that. Classical music is more alive
now than it's been in 200 years.
It's more acceptable to audiences,
mainstream lifestyles, various lis-
tening stations and live perfor-
mances than ever before."
Seatde Symphonyis also making
it easier for students to access clas-
sical music through their Campus
Club. Students can sign up for a
free membership and, on the day
of the performance, purchase the
best seats available at Benaroya
Hall for a mere $10 a seat. For
more information, visit the Seattle
Symphony's website. There will also
be sign up sheets for the program at
Wednesday's performance.
Clay hopes that students un-
familiar with classical music will
take the opportunity to heart and
indulge in theopportunity to listen
to some very beautiful music.
"It's between classes, so we're
hoping students will take the op-
portunity to stop in and get a peek
of what instrumental music is all
about," Clay said. "We're hoping
to pack the house."
Morris will be performing
Mozart's Concerto in GMajor with
the Seatde Symphony in the Piggott
Auditorium onWednesday, Jan. 16
at 11 a.m. Admission is free.







is a polluted environment brim-
ming with contradictions, always
on the edge of civil war. Perhaps
this is a loaded statement—aharsh
way of looking at a subculture
that, in the long run, will likely be
understood as completely incon-
sequential in the grand scheme of
the history ofmusic—but it is an
important point to notice, consid-
ering the tension inherent in the
indie biosphere today.
Nowadays, bands can't just
sound good; they have to look
good, and they have to have that
"special something." They need a
kitschy name, preferably one that
references some manner ofwood-
land fauna, and they need a gim-
mick, a stage presence, something
that will make theiract stand out.
Copious drinking and unhinged,
illicit antics usually suffice for this
purpose.
And, where alcoholic belliger-
ence and a flair for the theatrical
fail, precociousness and vanity
generally succeed. With such a
heavy focus on personal politics
and presentation firmly rooted
at the center of the current scene,
independent music has largely lost
sight of its most important char-
acteristic: great, original, unique
music meant to unite and not to
divide.
Enter Dirty Projectors, a
Brooklyn-based quartet with
nothing to prove. Principle song-
writer (and notable Yale dropout)
Dave Longstreth is one ofinde-
pendent musics most promising
and prominent young forces to-
day. His musical stylings arehighly
avant-garde and adventurous, and
the band's shows are known for
the Projectors' constant focus on
their instruments instead of the
audience. Live, Longstreth visibly
strains to make every nuanced gui-
tar lick fit with his death-calling
croon while theother members of
the band struggle in turn to keep
up with his ferocious, polyphonic
picking style.
In interviews, Longstreth reeks
of intelligence, downplaying his
technical prowess in order to em-
phasize the message behind his
music.
For example, the six minutes
ofpoint-counterpoint guitar duet
arpeggios that make up the song
"Imagine It" off of the "New
Attitude" LP are meant to musi-
cally reinforce the primary themat-
ic premise behind the album; two
sheep trying to count each other in
order to fall asleep one night. "Rise
Above," Dirty Projectors latest ef-
fort, finds the band in the shoes of
one of Brooklyn's most famously
political groups, Black Flag. The
album is a near-song by song re-
construction of Black Flag's mag-
num opus, 1981s "Damaged."
ChannelingHenry Rollins' un-
bridled anger and embittered sar-
casm, Longstreth bellows his way
through 10 of punk rock's most
classic anthems, maintaining the
discontent of the original tracks
while transforming their three-
chord, distortion-driven arrange-
ments into highly evolved and ex-
perimental art-rock symphonies.
Tracks like "No More" and
"Police Story" even poke fun at the
old world mindsets factoring into
Black Flag's new wave antagonism
by incorporating flute and violin
into the otherwise overdrivenrock-
and-roll mix. Dirty Projector's take
on "Depression" is especially strik-
ing, with Longstreth's quavering
vocals degrading the anger inher-
ent within Rollins' lyrics into pure
and almost nauseatingly earnest
desperation.
"Rise Above" stands as Dirty
Projectors' masterpiece to date,
cramming one ofthe most quint-
essentially non-conformist albums
of all time into a new skin and
dressing it up as a beautiful and
avant-garde synopsis ofcounter-
culture today.
Mathew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Ben Watanabe
Staff Writer
In a GNAC match, Seattle
University met Central Washington
University shot-for-shot until pull-
ing away in the closing seconds of
the game to win 54-51.
"It went down to the wire. It
was a fun win," said Seattle U ju-
nior forward Quinn Brewe.
The game began with scrappy
defensive play. Each team had two
steals and a turnover in the first
two minutes of play. The pace of
defensive physicality slowed, and
the game ended with the Redhawks
committing 18 turnovers and forc-
ing eight steals, the Wildcats 24
turnovers and eight steals.
"We knew it was going to be
physical," said Brewe.
At 15:42 left to play in the
first half, the defense didn't slow
and the Wildcats led 4-0. The
Redhawks finally scored on a lay-
up by Laina Sobczak, making the
score 4-2. At 8:35, Seattle took
the largest lead of the game, 17-
11 on a three-point goal by junior
forward Chelsie Morrison. The
teams continued trading shots,
fouls and turnovers for the first
half, and went into halftime with
the Wildcats leading 30-28.
"Central [Washington] was a
very physical, up-tempo, and very
good team," said Jackie Thomas,
senior guard and team captain for
Seattle U.
After the half, theWildcats con-
tinued their physical grind, scoring
first off Shaina Afoa's turn around
left-hand lay-up. They continued
to hold the lead for the next six
minutes, until Seattle's senior for-
ward Kamrica Ary-Turner scored
on a lay-up. Seattle maintained
their lead until nine minutes
remained in the game.Afoa scored
again giving the Wildcats the lead
at 42-40.
Returning from a timeout,
Brewe made a three-point goal to
lift the Redhawks over the Wildcats
43-42. Wildcat wing Hanna Hull
answered with a deep three-point
goal. One minute after Ary-Turner's
two-point jump shot, Hull made
another deep three-point goal, giv-
ing the Wildcats the lead, 48-45.
"They're the best Central
[Washington] team we've played.
We knew they were going to be
good," said Dan Kriley, Seattle U's
head coach.
With 3:18 remaining, the
Redhawks led 49-48 on Tatiana
Heck' two-point jump shot. After
being fouled, Heck missed the first
ofher two free throws to boost her
team to 50-48.
Ary-Turner fouled Wildcat
Ashley Fenimore with 1:53 remain-
ing. With a chance to take the lead,
Fenimore made the first shot and
missed the second shot, which was
rebounded by Sobczak. The score
at 50-49 and the ball in Redhawks
possession, Seattle U called for
a timeout. Ary-Turner missed a
mid-range jump shot which was
rebounded by Afoa. The Wildcats
drove down the court, put the ball
in JennJacob's hands for the 51-50
lead with 1:10 remaining. As the
Redhawks pushed the ball down
court, Thomas fouled out of the
game on an offensive foul, giving
possession to the Wildcats.
"I didn't play apprehensively,"
said Thomas.
The Wildcats with possession,
Kristina Klapperich missed a jump
shot, rebounded by Ary-Turner.
Seattle U junior guard passed to
an open Sobczak down court for
an easy lay-up and the lead, 52-51.
Fenimore drove down to an open
right side but was authoritatively
blocked by the Redhawks' Alysse
Carlson. With 29.7 seconds re-
maining, Fenimore received the
inbounds pass for a missed jump
shot, rebounded by Carlson.
"We had a few key kids step up
tonight, like Taryn Kellogg and
Alysse Carlson," said Kriley.
On the other end of the court,
Carlson made both free throws for
a 54-51 lead. With 23 seconds left,
theWildcats ran down the court to
find Hull for a deep three attempt
that bounced out as time expired.
Played at Seattle's Connolly
Center, the win improved the
Redhawks to 13-1, 3-1 in the
GNAC. The Wildcats fell to 9-2,
1-2.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey TheSpectator
Senior team captain Jackie Thomas, from Tacoma, Wash., drives to
the hoop against Central Washington University on Saturday. Thomas
scored 14points and went 6-6 from the free throw line in the win.
sports
Health and Fitness: Running about Seattle
Kelly Glenn
VolunteerWriter
As temperatures outside con-
tinue to plummet and lives get
busier, it may be hard to find the
motivation to exercise. Fortunately,
Seattle is full ofscenic, challenging
and interesting places to run—if
you know where to look.
Trisha Steidl, Seattle
University's head cross country
and track coach, has many rec-
ommendations for running spots
for new and experienced runners
alike. One of her favorite spots
takes runners through a scenic
route to the Washington Park
Arboretum, an area full of plants
and wildlife.
To give this run a try, first
head north from campus toward
Volunteer Park. Tenth Avenue
will take you straight there, and
Steidl reports that this is a nice
downhill grade. Once you get
there, you can run through the
park toward the northeast corner,
at 15th Avenue E. and E. Galer
Street. Head east on Galer until
you reach 19th Avenue, which will
be a five-way intersection. At the
north end of this intersection will
be a trail head, which leads you
into Interlaken Park.
As the trail winds through the
park, you can cut over to the arbo-
retum, just to the east. Steidl also
mentioned that Foster Island, on
the north end, is a little-known,
uninhabited island that is fun to
explore. If you turn around there
and head back to school, the run
will be just over nine miles.
"The arboretum is just amaz-
ing," Steidl said. "You don't even
realize you're in the city."
Ifnine miles seems too far, there
are plenty ofshorter routes around
the city. For middle-distance runs,
try running down to Alaskan Way,
whereyou can enjoy the sights and
sounds of Seattle's waterfront,
then come back through the
International District. Steidl said
she enjoys this route because there
is less traffic than in the Central
Business District, and runners can
take in nice views ofElliott Bay. If
you're looking for steep hills, take
James St. back up to campus; oth-
erwise, running back through the
International District will provide
you with a more gradual climb.
Steidl emphasized that the pos-
sibilities for a runner in Seattle are
endless. "There are lots of cool
places to explore," she said.
Another popular spot to run
is the Burke-Gilman trail. Katie
Hansen, a junior biology major
and runner on the Seattle U cross
country team, recommends run-
ning down 10th Avenue to the
University Bridge to access the
trail. From there, you can get to
Gas Works Park, which is down-
hill on the way there but uphill on
the way back. This route is about
five miles each way.
"My favorite part about this
run is that you get a really spec-
tacular view of the Seattle skyline
from the top of the hill at Gas
Works," she said.
The Burke-Gilman trail also
takes a scenic route up north,
hugging Lake Washington, for
runners interested in logging more
miles. The lake is also a convenient
way to cool off in the middle of
your run.
For a shorter, flatter run,
sophomore history major Chris
Henry, another member of the
cross country team, recommends
Green Lake. Runners here have
two choices: a paved inner loop
of 2.3 miles, or a dirt outer loop of
2.9 miles. Both routes are a great
way to enjoy the lake views and
meet up with fellow runners.
Henry recommends the lower
Woodland Park area as well.
"It has a lot of hills... It's also
fun because there are a lot ofrab-
bits there that I like to chase too
ifI'm just going for an easy run or
messing around."
For more ideas on running
routes, Web sites like mapmyrun.
com may be helpful.
Kelly can be reached at
glennk@seattleu.edu
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SPU steals late one from Seattle U in front of 1,050
MikeBaldwin
Staff Writer
JoJay Jackson hit the go ahead
jumper with 16 seconds left and
Seattle Pacific University snatched
a 56-52victory from the Redhawks
on Thursday night at the Connolly
Center.
Seattle U held a 49-43 advan-
tage with just over four minutes
left, but the Falcons closed with
a 13-4 run to hand the Redhawks
their first GNAC loss the season.
"Down the stretch, Jackson
made some great plays," said Seattle
U coach Joe Callero. "You've got to
give them credit."
A week after hanging a school-
record 120 points on Montana
State Billings, the Redhawks, who
entered averaging over 80 points a
game, struggled to find an offensive
flow against their cross-town rivals,
scoring only six points in thegame's
first ten minutes.
"The energy was there," said
junior forward Leigh Swanson.
"Everyone wanted this game, we
just needed to settle down a little
bit."
Seattle U shot only 29 percent
from the field in the first half, but
held Seattle Pacific to an equally
poor shooting start and took a 23-
21 lead at the half on sophomore
Chris Gweth's three pointer as time
expired.
"I think that got us a little
pumped," said Gweth, who led
the team with nine points. "But
we knew we still had to play better
SPU, to prepare for, is
one of the most difficult




After theFalcons started the sec-
ondhalfon an 8-0 run to take a 29-
23 advantage, theRedhawks broke
open an eight point lead on a 17-3
run, highlighted by a Ryan Coldren
dunkand an alley-oop from Gweth
to sophomore Ricky Berry.
"We finally got settled down,"
said Swanson who led all players
with 11 rebounds. "When we get
out on our break running, it helps.
That's our identity."
Seattle U seemed primed for
a victory when Seattle Pacific big
man Rob Will fouled out with over
four minutes left in the game, but
struggled to contain the Princeton-
style spread offense of the Falcons.
"SPU, to prepare for, is one
of the most difficult teams in the
league," said Callero.
The Redhawks had one final
chance, but junior Shaun Burl's
three-pointer hit the side of the
rim and Seattle Pacific point guard
Jared Moultrie hit two free throws
to ice it.
"Any bit of adversity is just an
opportunity to learn," said Callero.
"We had some tough games last
year and we learned from it. We
went to nationals because of what
we learned during the year. Our
guys will learn."
Both teams struggled from the
free throw line, with Seattle U
shooting only 55 percent and the
Falcons 57 percent.
"Sometimes when you want
something too much, you can
force it," said Callero of the poor
free throw shooting.
The game featured the first sell-
out of the season at the Connolly
Center. With 1,050 fans in the
stands and more people turned
away at the door.
"That was amazing," said
Swanson. "Coming out, not an
empty seat in the house. It was
unbelievable. It was a tough end-
ing, but it was great to see all that
support."
The Pep Band debuted the
new Seattle University fight song
and students adorned with "2008
Blackout" shirts filled the stands
and stood cheering the entire
game. The shirts, the brainchild of
Masters of Sports Administration
student JustinKesterson, created an
effect reminiscent of the Virginia
Tech "Orangeout" effect.
"It's building tradition," said
Callero. "That atmosphere makes
people want to be a part of it and
come back again. We did every-
thing but win the game."
Mike can be reached at
baldl 799@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Sophomore Mike Boxley stands in front of the sold-out crowd at the
Thursday game against Seattle Pacific University. SU lost 56-52.
Jiracek breaks pool record
Sean Towey
Sports Editor
The SeattleUniversity swim team
lost to Division I team University
of California Davis 133-117 in a
duel meet on Sunday. Though UC
Davis dominated the competition,
winning every event except the 400
IM, the 200 breaststroke and the
100 breaststroke and not collect-
ing points in the last four events,
Seatde U remained positive about
the results.
"I think it's a great benchmark,"
said head coach Craig Mallery. "[UC
Davis] has gone through the same
transition we're goingthrough, only
three years ago. They're very well-
coached, and well-funded. They're
exactly who we should be compet-
ing against."
Incoming senior Jakub Jiracek
of the Czech Republic has breathed
fresh life into the team, posting the
only wins for Seattle U.
On Saturday, Jiracek's first meet
for the Redhawks, he broke the
school record in the 400 IM and
on Sunday broke the pool record
in a time of 4:05.47. Winning the
200 breaststroke in 2:05.19 quali-
fied him to compete in the NCAA
Division II Championships in
March. Jiracek also won the 100
breaststroke.
Hailing from Drury University
in Missouri, Jiracek left their swim
team in the fall of 2006. Enrolled
in the Masters of Science in Finance
program at the Albers School of
Business, he remains eligible for
winter quarter only. However, he
intends to leave his mark at the
school in the short time he will
spend here, as he proved in yester-
day's meet.
"It was kind ofhard because we
had competition yesterday," said
Jiracek. "The shorter distances were
hard."
Besides puttingup record-break-
ing times, Jiracek has fit into the
Seattle U program very well.
"He's extremely humble for a
guy who has competed at World
Championships," saidMallery. "He's
proof that we can draw his kind of
caliber ofstudent-athlete to Seattle
U. He's fit in spectacularly."
Though he misses his home
country, Jiracek enjoys Seattle
University and the United States.
"The team definitely is great,"
he said. "I really love it, it's a great
combination of[being] serious and
having fun."
Jiracek began swimming in the
United States because the university
system here allowed him to both
swim and go to school.
"In Czech, you have to choose.
Your professors will make you
choose between school and swim-
ming," said Jiracek. "I need an
education and I want to swim, so
I came here."
The Redhawks swim team next
travels to British Columbia on
Saturday to compete against Simon
Fraser University in Burnaby, B.C.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchola The Spectator




Taking the next step in tran-
sitioning to Division I athletics,
Seattle University hired the mens
and women's head golf coach,
Don Rasmussen. After months of
searching and reviewing at least 30
applicants, SeatdeUs athletics pro-
gram selected Rasmussen, current-
ly the head golf coach at Tacoma
Community College.
"We had avery strong candidate
pool," said Erin Engelhardt, assis-
tant athletic director.
Engelhardt led the nationwide
search. She was looking for some-
one with Northwest connections,
strong leadership, enthusiasm, D-I
experience and the administrative
skills to deal with NCAA regula-
tions and restrictions. According
to Engelhardt, she received several
inquiries upon release ofSeatde Us
intention to expand the athletics
program.
"I think he will fit right in
with the rest of the staff," said
Engelhardt.
Before coaching at TCC,
Rasmussen coached men's and
women's golf at the University of
Idaho.
Being able to jump start a
D-I athletic team is also a major
characteristic Engelhardt looked
for. Seatde Us golf program will
begin its first season in the fall
quarter of 2008. The collegiate
golfseason starts in fall, breaks for
winterand resumes in spring. This
seven-month spread led to the im-
mediacy of the hire, with recruit-
ing and scheduling being the main
concerns.
I have no doubt we'll




"I have no doubtwe'll be able to
recruit great student-athletes," said
Engelhardt.
Despite the short time period
for Rasmussen to recruit, sched-
ule and coach, Engelhardt said the
athletics program remains realis-
tic. Scheduling will include both
choosing locations and opponents.
Seatde U can play any four year in-
stitution, from an NAIA school to a
nationally competitive program like
the University ofWashington.
"With a rich tradition of golfat
Seattle U, we're in for a great op-
portunity for student-athletes, staff
and alums. And we're just really
excited to add Don [Rasmussen],"
said Engelhardt.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl©seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey TheSpectator
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editorial
If there was one theme at the standing-room only Capitol
Hill neighborhoodSafety Forum on Tuesday, Nov. 8, it was fear.
Fear of the man who reportedly stabbed Capitol Hill resident
Shannon Harps, still on the loose, and an even greater fear that
Harps' death signals a grave change in the atmosphere of the
neighborhood.
In this weeks issue ofThe Spectator, staffwriter JoshuaLynch
reports that some present at the safety forum were going so far
as to sign up for self-defense classes, and that one man was so
nervous as to want his wife to carry a gun as a precaution against
similar attacks.
The forum would have performed a great benefit if it had
focused on serious preventative measures and dealt intelligently
with issues ofneighborhood crime, but instead it centered largely
on fear. It is this fear that is making Seattle University's neighbors
paranoid, and while it is necessary to get our fears out in the
open, it seems that this forum did nothing to ease the worries of
fearful Capitol Hill residents.
According to Lynch, one speaker at the safety forum asserted
that the Capitol Hill neighborhood is "besetwith crime." This is,
as one Seattle blogger wrote, "a claim that all personal experience
and statistical data would disagree with."
The numbers presentedat the forum should have been enough
to argue with ridiculous claims like this one. At one point, Seattle
Mayor Greg Nickles himself noted that Seattle is experiencing
the lowest amount ofcrime it has seen since 1968.
Seattle Police Department data does indicate thatviolent crime
in the area was up almost 30 percent in the first ten months of
this year, but year-to-year statistical data can often be affected by
data anomalies—such as the "Capitol Hill massacre" of March
2006—and as Lynch reports, violent crime was down 10 percent
between 2005 and 2006. There is also no reason to believe that
Harps' murder was a random attack.
Though no one wants to belittle Harps' tragic death, creating
a culture of fear around Capitol Hill will not keep residents safe
or honor Harps' memory. People must remember that homicide
is an unfortunate part of life, especially in large metropolitan
areas.
Statistically, Seatde is one of the safest large cities in the nation.
Remaining reasonable in the hysteria of fear that surrounds a
homicide, though difficult, is the responsibility ofevery member
in our community.
Instead of encouraging people to carry handguns around
Capitol Hill, Harps' murder should act as a reminder ofsimple,
and reasonable, safety precautions that everyone can employ.
Not listening to headphones, staying vigilant and being aware
ofyour surroundings, especially at night, are simple safety tips
that everyone should use no matter where they are in the Seattle
metropolitan area, the nation, or the world.
The Seattle University community can choose to live in a
state of fear, clutching cans of pepper spray while walking to
Volunteer Park, or we can see the situation for what it truly is; a
tragic event in a predominately safe city. Instead of living in fear,
we at Seattle University should live in the good faith we have in
human kind.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Lauren Padgett, Chris Kissel, Rose Egge, Sean Towey, Jessica Van Gilder, Michael Fehrenbach, Braden VanDragt
and Hyung-Min Kim. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Benazir Bhutto mattered, so does her death
Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
For the country that needs to
change, for the people who want
progression for a safer Pakistan,
Benazir Bhutto's assassination is the
fork in the road, and it's like a blind
man choosing which one appears
brighter than the other.
Her death has left the world
wondering who this woman was
and whether her death will lead
to the changes she vouched for, or
whether it tear apart Pakistan fur-
ther, leaving the underprivileged
with the same nothingness?
In "Martyr Without a Cause,"
William Dalrymple wrote that
Bhutto worsened Pakistan's prob-
lems and that during her time as
prime minister "Pakistan was de-
clared one of the most corrupt na-
tions in the world."
But most notions of Bhutto
contrast Dalrymple's assessment.
Bhutto, as the first woman to ever
have a leadership position in an
Islamic state, developed herselfas a
liberal, secular Muslim leading the
Pakistan People's Party, strongly sup-
ported and with a vision for a more
peaceful, democratic Pakistan.
Bhutto intended to change
Pakistan into a country for the
people. She did not succeed; not
as Prime Minister, and not as the
leader of the PPP. At least, not yet.
Bhuttos father, who founded the
PPP in 1976, was executed in 1979
after serving as president from 1971
to 1973and as Prime Minister from
1973 to 1977.
The principles of the PPP—
The problem now
is whether or not
her return and now
her death will allow
for a change in the
appropriate direction
Islam is our faith which places a re-
sponsibility to tolerate and respect
all religions and sects, democracy
is our politics, social democracy is
our economy and all power to the
people—resonate with the ideas of
freedom. Yet, Pakistan is riddled
with systems that deny freedom
and suppress the middle-class and
all of those less fortunate than the
middle-class.
Boasting these principles,
Bhutto intended to maintain her
dynasty's political role in Pakistan,
and technically she did. As the
inherited leader of the PPP, she
served as PrimeMinister from 1988
to 1990 and from 1993 to 1996
until she left Pakistan in 1999,
amidst corruption charges, shortly
before Pakistan President Pervez
Musharrafassumed military control
of the country. Simon Robinson
notes in his Time Magazine ar-
ticle "Why Pakistan Matters" that
Bhutto later claimed the exile was
self-imposed.
Her return to Pakistan for the
upcoming election established a
glimpse ofhope for the people, but
also increased violence in the coun-
tryand ensured she would carry on
another family trait: an early death
due to politics.
She was brave and courageous,
speaking to large crowds ofsupport-
ers, declaring the need for democ-
racy in a country that has struggled
to maintain any balance among ex-
tremists, the people and the govern-
ment for sixty years. The return of
Bhutto meant change for Pakistan.
The problem now is whether or not
her return and now her death will
allow for a change in the appropri-
ate direction.
Whatever happens, it shouldn't
be about the relationship between
the governments of the US and
Pakistan. The most important
change for Pakistan must happen
between its government and their
relationship with the people. They
deserve change.
Musharrafcannot help Pakistan
the way heclaims. Apart from his il-
legal military rule over the country,
Musharraf's decisions consistently
contradict each other and prevent
any progression toward the free-
doms ofdemocracy.
IfBhutto could not effectively
change the nation while she was
alive, perhaps the loss of her voice
will spark the desire for the prin-
ciples for which she bravely spoke.
The reigns ofthe PPP must be guid-
ed, but more importantly the dem-
ocratic voices in Pakistan need to
unite for the upcoming elections.
The proclamations about
Bhutto's death—that she was a mar-
tyr, that her death means Pakistan
will turn its nuclear warheads
against the U.S., or that, as one
panicky blogger claims, "Pakistan
is just one attack away from bin
Laden seizing power"—don't cap-
ture Benazir Bhutto's life, what
she stood for or the change she
represented. Bhutto's death seems
more like a sign of the diminishing
chance for a democraticPakistan. It
feels like a moment for change, but
the direction is undecided and that
should matter to everyone.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailedto Chris Kissel atkisselc@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.
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Hillary cries and so do I: the trials of a female candidate
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
It was recently made public that
Hillary Clinton cried on camera
about the stresses of campaigning
and how such stresses distance a
politician from the true issues at
hand.
In the days after her tearful in-
terview, many newscasters specu-
lated that Hillary had shown this
emotional side of herself in order
to warm herselfto a feminine pub-
lic that often sees her as anything
but feminine, and who may not be
planning to go to the polls to vote
for her.
While Hillary is clearly
a woman in many
ways, she has had to
be a man in all others
While the fact that Hillary so
poignantly cried about the tragic
truth that politics make the poli-
tician veer from the issue at hand
immediately points to me that per-
haps this little crying scene was in
fact staged—for who doesn't want
to hear a politician sincerely lament
how much they care about their
vaguely stated, but firmly held "is-
sues" while they rake in money and
fame? I think that the larger "issue"
at hand regarding Hillary's little
stunt is not why she cried or that
she cried. The large issue is what her
crying says about an election, one
that so many rush to call "enlight-
ened" but I contend is more of the
same old political story.
From here on out, I speak now
onlyofwhat I have observed. I shall
not dare to say how things should
be, for I do not find such asser-
tions to be fruitful at the current
moment.
Many women have mentioned
to me in casual conversation in one
way or another that they will not
vote for Hillary, regardless of the
fact that I know these women to be
strong, articulate students who con-
siderthemselves feminists. They say
that they will not vote for Hillary
for many reasons: her stances on
issues, how she handled her mar-
riage with Bill. And while all these
reasons have a sound base, I think
that the best reason that I heard
was merely that Hillary was not a
woman in the sense that a woman
should be.
Whatever, you may wonder, do I
mean? Do I wish to see Hillary read-
ing to children, knitting scarves,
getting a more "feminine" hair cut
or, better yet, miraculously nursing
a child on national television so that
she seems like more ofa "woman"
to a public audience? No, that is
not what I wish, formaking Hillary
more maternal, or more "attractive"
woman merely puts her back into
theroles that others, primarilymen,
proscribe for her. She can do these
things and be a woman. But she
need not do those things to be a
woman. No, instead I vote that
Hillary actually be a woman.
Throughout her campaign,
Hillary has been tough, sharp-
tongued, well-spoken; she has run
among the men and held her own.
She has take on characteristics that
have generally been ascribed to
men since that little mess-up in the
Garden ofEden.
Yet I do not hold contention
with the fact that Hillary took on
these stereotypical "masculine"
characteristics in order to get ahead
politically. I think it is purely a by-
product of the nature of American
politics, and in many other instanc-
es, American business, that woman
must take on the characteristics of





this quality on her
And for this fact ofmodern life,
I can only lament. While Hillary
is clearly a woman in many ways,
she has had to be a man in all oth-
ers. And for this reason, she has
become sexless. I do not want
the first woman president to be a
woman on the surface, and a man
in all other senses. How would the
election of such a woman, in any
way, say that the American public
is "enlightened" and has moved to
a point where it can actually have
a president that is not a WASP
male?
I do not believe that it is im-
possible for a woman to be in a
position of power approximately
equivalent to that of the American
president without losing her sex.
There was Mary Robinson, former
president ofIreland and UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights
and the lateBenazir Bhutto, former
Prime Minister ofPakistan to name
only two. I would contend that
these women embodied strength
and their sexuality without giving
either up.
Thus, it is not Hillary that I
blame for her sexless position as
the first potential female presi-
dential candidate. It is something
intrinsic in theAmerican character
that has imposed this quality on her
and that seems to not be an issue on
other countries. I cannot name it,
or even make sense ofit clearly.
The two women I just named
are in fact from countries in which
women's roles have long been that
of the object—the subjugated—in
the recent past. Then, how did they
rise to be in such positions ofpower
as a woman? That is a good ques-
tion, which I can only answer in this
way: perhaps it is a necessary part of
the female politician's experience to
be in a country wherewomen have
been a bit quieter for a bit longer.
Maybe this silence builds in certain
nations until it reaches a breaking
point: until the woman must come
out of the shadows. Until she comes
out with a strength and a need to
speak, but also with the memory of
what it is to be madeweak. The very
definition ofbeing a woman.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Ice Queen melts on camera
MikeBaldwin
StaffWriter
When Howard Dean unleashed
his infamous scream during the
2004 campaign, it was immedi-
ately mocked as a display of emo-
tion on the same level of sane as
someone taking parenting advice
from Britney Spears.
Dean screams, people laugh—
or get scared—and his once front-
running campaign plummets into
the ground.
Flash forward four years.
Already having lost in lowa and
trailing Barrack Obama in every
single poll known to the human
race, Hillary Clinton broke down
during an interview and sobbed
about the travails of the campaign
trail.
Hillary cries, people feel, and
her once-doomed campaign pulls
off an upset and vaults her back
into serious contention for the
Democratic nomination.
A tale of two candidates show-
ing emotion fueled by the campaign
trail, two very different results.
Now for anyone thinking that
I am seriously comparing Howard
Dean and Hillary Clinton as like-
minded individuals, stop. Just
stop.
But when it comes to emotional
displays in politics, Hillary's show
of emotion may act as the single
most importantpiece ofpoliticking
she has ever done.
We are in an interesting situa-
tion with Hillary. No woman has
ever seriously contended for the
White House. No woman has
ever spent the better part of two
years campaigning. Nowoman has
ever held as much of the country's
political attention for so long. We





And for the better part of the
last year, Hillary actedas such. "The
rules for campaigning are made for
men. She followed them. Men are
seen as strong and serious when
they act like Hillary did. Hillary
was called an ice queen.
So when Hillary finally realized
that this country affords certain
generalizations to different genders,
she saw it as ok to cry. How real the
tears were is a differentstory. What
matters here is that it worked.
Emotion in men is downplayed,
not just in politics, but insociety as a
whole. Emotion equals weakness.
On the same tip, the frigid
demeanor Hillary has long held is
frowned upon. Women are sup-
posed to be emotional. When
they're not, America gets scared.
When the pressures of the cam-
paign trail famously took their toll
on Ed Muskey in the race for the
1972 nomination, he descended
into a beaten man, accused by
Hunter S. Thompson of being ad-
dicted to painkillers, and ultimately
burned out.
Hillary, as she has finally real-
ized, has an advantage. Whatever
you want to say about how far
America has come in terms ofgen-
der stratification, to turn a blind
eye and say it is fixed is just plain
stupid. Society does not see men
and women on an equal plane.
Each has their role and we expect
them to play up to it. Hillary fi-
nally did and it may have saved her
campaign.
Americans, whether they choose
to believe it or not, are easily ma-
nipulated. Hillary cried, we saw
her different, we voted different.
What lies ahead is still unknown,
but remember this moment. If
Hillary wins out, we'll have our
new version of Dean's infamous
meltdown. Only it will be a posi-
tive. And for years, pundits with
brains the size ofmy bank account
will refer to "the tear."






The beginning of the quarter
always is a collection of receipts.
Plane/train trip back to school: re-
ceipt. Tuition bill: receipt. Books
for three classes: receipt. A trip to
BarteH's for all your personal ne-
cessities: receipt. It's easy to see in
just a few days what college isn't:
cheap.
After a holiday of traveling,
I always feel good coming back
and getting setded in theEmerald
City. I can't help but feel that I
haven't been truly at home here
since November, just before we
broke for Thanksgiving. The
quarter always gets crazy after
that, and it's a blur oftravel, finals
and more travel before we head
toward the Christmas holiday.
But what if there wasn't all
that travel and blurriness? What
if, more importandy, there weren't
all those receipts? That, you say,
would be a dream. But I say that
it's quite possible.
Each fall we start the school
year late in September. This start
date is a tradition, aholding onto
ofa quarter schedule regimented
by history. The late start leads us
through December, and eventu-
ally attributes to our mid-June
graduation date.
This past fall we started the
quarter on Sept. 26. What if,
however, we started on the fifth
of September, instead; three
weeks earlier? Not only would
this align us with ourpeers at se-
mester universities, but it would
also allow for a major decrease in
our—and our parents'—travel
budget: ending the quarter before
Thanksgiving.
With an earlier start, finals
would wrap up the week and
weekend before Thanksgiving, al-
lowing students, faculty and staff
the ability to travel home for the
holidays and not look back. The
five weeks would give students a
chance to fully rest and also pick
up some extra cash back at home
working, something that is dif-
ficult to do under our current
three-week break system.
Not only would this schedule
allow for less costly and stressful
travel, itwould also create a more
unifying community. The student
body would be on campus closer
to the beginning ofthe fall sports
season, allowing Redhawk spirit
to take a fuller flight.
It would also make the tran-
sition easier for many freshman
by a) not leaving them sulking
at home three weeks after all
their friends have left and b) give
them a chance to get used to the
Seattle weather rather than being
thrown into a six-month long
rainy season.
While many SU students are
from the Seattle area itself, the
earlier break would no doubt
benefit the entire student body
by also creating a more fluent
quarter. Instead of having five
or more days away from campus
for Thanksgiving, students can
establish themselves in a ten-
week system before heading back
home for both Thanksgiving and
Christmas.
At the University of Denver,
this system is well intact. The
quarter system runs smoothly
while a "Winter Interterm" exists
for three weeks over the holiday
break. This optional interterm
break allows students to take a
single course to help them get
ahead or just keep up.
With a move to Division I in
athletics approaching in the next
year, and a continuously growing
student population, its time for
the university to give the students
a schedule that works for them
academically, as well as financial-
ly. And it's also time for students
to get the break they need—
and deserve—every winter.
Rested minds and bodies, how-
ever, are two things you can't get
receipts for.
Nick can be reached at
mcarveln@seattleu.edu
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n shoes to the frozen shoreof Hyak Lake near Sno-qualmie Pass.
Clara Ganey The Spectator
We left on Jan. 1,2008 on a road
trip back up to Seattle, and this
picture was taken of Margaret
Muranyi, left, Gloria Mayne, cen-
ter, and Vera Petukhova, right,
during a break from the drive at
Big Sur, Calif. This photo was tak-
en a few hours before the worst
storm in 80 years in northern
California.
Jackie Canchola The Spectator
Occupational Injury
Jan. 3, 8:15 a.m.
A staff member tripped on the
stairs and bruised their forehead.
PublicSafety transported the staff
member to a local hospital where




A two-year-old set off a pull sta-
tion on the Engineering building's
fire alarm system. The system
was re-set with the Seattle Fire
Department.
Graffiti
Jan. 5, 8:30 am
Public Safety on patrol found nu-
merous graffiti tags on parking
signs, building signs, and con-
crete walls including a "back-
wards swastika" and "Hitler" on




Public Safety contacted house-
keeping for minor blood clean- up
on a Campion toilet seat.
Property Damage
Jan. 7,1:10 p.m.
A part time staff person reported
to Public Safety that they wit-
nessed a flower delivery vehicle
going down the facilities ramp




Bon Appetit reported that some-
one took their catering Nextel




Public Safety assisted a student
who may have dislocated his
shoulder while playing Frisbee
football. The student was trans-




Public Safety responded to calls
from facilities staff reporting of
batteries having exploded in
an electric cart. The cart was
washed down as was the pave-
ment below to mitigate battery
acid spilling. The explosion is un-
der investigation.
